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Triumphant Soccer team prepares for NCAA
by C. Hardy Kalisher
Charles Adair, on a brisk, sunny
Sunday afternoon,scored two goals
against the University of Portland's
World Cup goalkeeper Kasey
Keller, clinching the University of
San Diego's first ever NCAA na
tional play-off bid. The 15-2-5
Toreros play their first round game
at #4 seed Portland Sunday at 1pm.
Sitting in front of a big screen
television at Tio Leo's Restaurant,
along with his coaching staff and
players, Head Coach Seamus
McFadden heard what he had been
waiting eleven "frustrating" year
for: the announcement of USD #5
seeding in the NCAA play-offs.
"We've worked hard all season
to accomplish this goal. I'm happi
est most of all for my players. They
deserve all the credit," said McFad
den.
"When I came in (to USD) our
freshmen year, coach (McFadden)
would say this was our year, every
year we came short, now we made
it. It really hasn't set in yet," said
senior Leo Ronces.
The Toreros end the regular sea
son ranked #17 in the final Gatorade/ISAA Poll and #19 by Soccer
America magazine.
Beating Portland was the single
most important victory in USD
soccer history. Had USD lost,
Washington or San Diego State may
have taken the Toreros bid. As
coach McFadden told his players, a
tie would be like a coin toss.
With their win against Portland,

photo by John Dworzak
Paul Gelvezon's (#18), USD's leading goal scorer, diving header is blocked by the University of
Portland defender. USD shut out the Pilots 2-0 clinching the first ever NCAA Tournament bid.
who already clinched their play-off
berth by winning the West Coast
Conference title, USD did not have
to play Russian Roluette with the
NCAA politics.
"This is my last year and making
the play-offs is something I'll al
ways remember, it is something I
will be able to tell my kids about,
ten years down the road I'll say,
'Your dad went to the NCAA play
offs,'" said Co-Captain Trong
Nguyen. "It has been a hard moun
tain to climb and we have finally

broken the ice."
had their first scoring opportunity:
Sophomore transfer Charles a free kick outside the penalty area.
Adair and freshman goalkeeper Sophomore Toby Taitano stuck
Tom Tate balanced USD's offen crisp shot long the grass to just
sive and defensive games in the 2-0 inside the near post. To no avail,
shutout.
however, as Keller swept down onto
USD started the game knowing it the ball with cat-like reflexes.
would be tough to score against
"To tell you the truth, that would
Portland's 'keeper Keller who has have been a goal against the other
all of the Pilots 1,770 minutes of 'keeper we faced this year,' com
playing time and only allowed 13 mented Taitano after the game. "
goals for a goals against average of He made it look like an easy save."
0.66 a game.
The 6'6" Adair scored the first
continued on page 13
This proved to be true when USD

LRC receives $1.8
million from Prices
by Donna DiMatteo
A $1.8 million gift from noted
Price Club wholesale warehouse
chain founder Sol and Helen Price
was announcedon Thursday, Nov.

1.
This gift will create a public
interest law chair in their name,
the first of its kind in the nation.
The gift was announced by the
USD Law School Dean Kristine
Strachan and Center for Public
Interest Law Director Robert
Fellmeth.
The Price Public Interest Law

Chair funds a full-time faculty
member to teach public interest law
and to direct the Center for Public
Interest Law (CPIL).
Fellmeth states that Price's
generosity will benefitstudents and
consumers across the state. Fellmeth
said, 'This gift allows CPIL to
become a permanent institution,
opening up the state regulatory
process and training students to
advocate the interests of the
underrepresented in California
continued on page
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Public Interest Law Director, Robert Fellmeth expressed his gratitude on
behalf of the Legal Research Center's recent gift from the Price family.

See page 14

Faculty find class
reservation system
disagreeable
by Scott Petri
In a clash of egos, administrators
and professors, the four largest
departments in the college of Arts
and Sciences at USD haveboycotted
the new computerized advising
process.
Dr. G. L. Oddo of the Political
Science department maintains that,
"Because the departments of
Political Science, Communications,
Psychology and Biology have by
far the most majors in the college of
Arts and Sciences and because these
departments have had the 'new
system' thrust upon them they have
refused to handle the staggering
number of clerical errors inherent
in 90 percent of student records."
The faculty of the college of Arts
and Sciences have initiated this
protest claiming that the new system
diminishes the quality of advising
available due to the enormous time
constraints advisors now have with
having to make corrections on
students' academic records.
As a result, the Assistant Registrar,
Susan Carrico, found it necessary
to establish a meeting place twice a
week where students can bring their
academic records to be corrected.
In some cases, department chairs
simply refused to distribute
academic records to the student
advisors in their department. "I
refused toallow department faculty
to be diminished to the role of a
clerk to correct the shoddy work of
the Registrar's Office" said one
department head.
In one particular case, an individual
professor was listed as the sole
advisor to 80 percent of the students
in the department. According to
this professor, the ensuing line
outside the unnamed professor's
office door soon surpassed any lines
experienced under the old
registration system.
This new registration process, a
project spearheaded by Associate
Provost, Donald J. McGraw, was
implemented by the administration
despite the fact that it was
unanimously voted down by the
Arts and Sciences' Academic
Assembly in September.
The Academic Assembly felt that
USD advisors were doing a fine job
continued on page 3
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Several USD Professors develop nationally
promoted computer software, Warsaw 1939
by Juan J. Alfonso
Imagine yourself entering the library to
research the Jewish Holocaust during World
War II. Facing the immense collection of
books in the library seems unbearable, but
what other options are there?
"Warsaw 1939," a computer program
written by members of USD faculty, can help
you do all of this simply by using the mouse
and the keyboard on your Macintosh.
The program is basically a self-didactic
course to instruct thestudent on the situation
in Poland during the Nazi invasion of 1939.
It begins with a series of black and white
photographs on thecomputer screen depicting
the pain and agony suffered by the citizens of
Warsaw at the time.
The program then shows an open book on
the screen. After reading the first page, one
can use the mouse to actually "flip" the
pages.
What is special about this book is that
anything that one highlights with the mouse
is in "hypertext." This means that the
computer will reference the highlighted
material and display the information about it
on the screen.
For example, let'ssay that the user does not
know who Adolf Hitler is. He or she can
highlight this term on the book and a
biographical sketch of his life will appear on
the screen.
The first few pages describe a situation

Veteran's Day
approaches
Nov. 11
"...the land of
the free..."
by Jackie Aussie
For federal and governmentemployees it is
a holiday, but it is also a day to remind us of
the tragedy of war.
Sunday, Nov. 11 is Veterans' Day.
Great Britain celebrates it as Armistice
Day, and Canada calls it Remembrance Day.
Veterans Day is held in honor of former
members of all branches of the US Armed
Forces to recall how they have contributed
to peace while sacrificing their lives in war.
It was first proclaimed a holiday in 1919 to
commemorate the signing of the armistices
of Nov. 11, 1918. The signing brought an
end to World War I.
Throughout the nation, observances are
held that include parades and speeches.
Annually, special services are held at the
Tomb of the Unknown Soldier in the
Arlington National Cemetery in Arlington,
Virginia, located justoutside of Washington,
DC.
In San Diego, the Rosecrans Cemetery will
hold an "Avenue of Flags" parade but no
speeches will be made.
On Saturday, November 10, there will be a
Second Annual Veterans Day Parade
beginning at 9am. Thedowntown San Diego
parade will travel along Broadway, between
12th Street and Pacific Highway.

where one can see a Polish person in some
sort of complication because of the invasion.
As soon as the chapter ends, the program
asks you to put yourself in this person's
situation and make decisions for them.
The program was created by members of
the six yearoldCRIT (Collegium for Research
of Interactive Technology) Program. This
consists of Dr. Lisa Cobbs and Dr. Jim
Gump of the history department; Dr. Larry
Williamson of the communications
department and Dr. Larry Hinman of the
philosphy department.
Working with the faculty is Dr. Jack Pope,
Director of Academic Computing, and Dr.
Pat Anderson, Director of User Services.
The entire CRIT program is directed by Dr.
Bart Thurber who is assisted by Dr. Gary
Macy. Thor Brickman and Jerald Statton
were in charge of programming and Rory
Keating was the graphic designer.
The software package first went on the
market this fall on the Macintosh Educational
Software Catalog. Produced by Chariot
Software of San Diego, the program has the
potential to be very successful.
According to Susan Nickerson of Chariot,
"Warsaw 1939' is a "hot new idea that could
really takeoff." Dr. Thurber, another believer
in the program stated that, "It will have
success because it will erase the distinction

between electronic games and serious
academic and intellectual research software.
It makes the student think 'What if this was
real?"'
"Warsaw 1939" can be put in the category
of interactive programs. According to Dr.
Macy, programs like this will make teaching
a lot easier. "A student will take an active
role in learning, he will have to take the
initiative and be involved from the very
beginning."
The program was funded by grants from the
Annenberg/CPB Project and Apple
Computers. A total of $65,000 has been
donated to CRIT for research and
development. For now, Annenberg has
suspended the funding because of internal
problems but Apple has found the program to
be so good that they use it in demonstrations
of their computers.
The program will run on Macintosh SE, or
Macintosh Plus with two drives. It is currently
available for purchase for $22.95.
In a letter to Dr. Mac ', a member of the
Annenberg/CPB project exalted the virtues
of the program. He stated, 'This kind of
interactive integration of theory and
application to benefit both studentand faculty
seems to us to be at the very heart of what the
twenty first-century universities should be."

LRC discourages non-law students
by Rhonda L. Nourse
A sign posted in the foyer of USD's Legal
Research Center reads: "Students in nonlaw programs: If you do not need legal
materials, this facility is unavailable to you.
"Study Hall" users will be asked to leave."
Many undergraduate students have been
offended and intimidated by this notice.
One sophomore commented, "I walked into
the foyer of the law library, saw the sign,
and then turned right around."
Others have dared to ignore the sign and
proceeded through the lobby to situate
themselves in a study carrel. Many students
feel that an on campus facility should be
available to the entire student body.
Nancy Carter, Director of the Legal
Research Center, assures students that the
facility isavailable to all. "If a student needs
legal research material, we fulfill that need
for all of campus." But Carter stressed,
"The LRC docs not serve the purpose of a
study hall."
The LRC exists to provide legal
information services and study space to its
primary patrons—the faculty and students
of the Law School.
Next, the LRC is obligated to serve the
campus, alumni, and the legal community
of San Diego. As a state and federal
depository, it is also responsible for making
legal documents available to the public.
The LRC is twice as big as it waslast year.
Twenty-six thousand square feet of space
was expanded to almost 54,000 square feet.
There are 232 study carrels, as opposed to
a previous count of 52. The number of seats
grew from 387 to 552.
The ratio of seating available in the facility
corresponds toenrollmentin theLawSchool.

Charter granted
to Delta Tau Delta
by Patty O'Connor
The Greek system on campus will be
welcoming a new Brotherhood this week
with the granting of an official chapter to
the colony of Delta Tau Delta by their
national office.
John Pregcnzer, President of the
Fraternity, stated, "Everyone's just really
happy that were finallly a chapter."
He told of the work over the last two
years that the former colony undertook to
receive the charter and mentioned the hard
work of one particular member.
The Installations Chair, Mike Polentz
has taken care to obtain key speakers
affiliated with the fraternity to be apart of
the ensuing ceremonies and celebrations.
Reuben Mitchell, the Interfraternity
Council Adviser praised the newly
established fraternity. "They've worked
real hard to become a strong Chapter on
Campus. [The fact that] a Delta Tau Delta
member is the IFC President shows that
they are committed and have strong
leadership."
Mitchell also mentioned that becoming
an official chapter will aid in the Delis
credibility competing with three other
established fraternities for students in the
rush process.
Pregenzer expressed a desire to support
the USD community that was so eager to
support them.
The new fraternity is currently 71
members strong including pledges.

THE STUDENT
TICKET
R0UNDTRIP

photo by Chris McNulty

All of these factors bring the LRC into
complete compliance with accreditation
standards of the American Bar
Association and the Association of
American Law Schools, and are
appropriate to the demands of a legal
education.
The atmosphere of the new center is
quiet, contemporary, and comfortable.
Some studentsfind it tempting tostudy in
theLRCrather than in theCopley Library,
because they find "study conditions in
Copley are often noisy and unbearable."
"It would be more rational for students
to address complaints [concerning
Copley] to the librarians who are there to
serve the students, rather than running
from theproblem and looking for another
place to study," said Carter.
Carter makes it clear that the LRC wili
provide any legal research needs that
undergraduates may need.Campus users
will beserved regardless of departmental
affiliation of staff members. Using the
facility for purposes other than legal
research, however, is strongly
discouraged.
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Faculty boycotts the new
class reservation system
continued from page 1
making sure students met all their course
requirements before they were allowed to
graduate. Advisors simply checked the
student's transcript against the guidelines
published in the USD student bulletin.
The Arts and Sciences faculty believes that
the problems involved in class reservation at
USD have never stemmed from the advising
process. The problems lie in thedifficulty of
class reservation itself.
However, the administration decided to
implement this new class reservation process
instead of going with the faculty's
recommendation of an on-line computer
registration system that would give both
students and advisors immediate access to
class openings and closings.
The Arts and Sciences' Academic Assembly
had recommended that the computerized
advising system be postponed until an on
line registration system wascreated, offering
students immediate feedback and the ability
to rearrange their schedules and to juggle
different sections of classes that are difficult
to get into.
Under the new system, the student lists
alternate classes and the registrar's office
picks which classes the student gets, if there
are problems with the initial schedule. One
of the drawbacks is that often the student
doesn' t find out whether he/she is enrolled in
the classes originally selected until it is too
late and the classes are closed.
Dr. McGraw, Associate Provost, has stated
that the University is extremely interested in
an on-line telephone class reservation system
that will offer students immediate feedback
on class availability.
Psychology Chair, Dr. J. Valois believes,
"If the new system is designed to merely
provide the student with an academic record,
it is an expensive and disruptive way to do so.
Students have three other alternative means

continued from page 1

to do so.
"First, students can keep track of classes
completed...the student can pick up an
unofficial copy of their transcript at any time
from the Registrar's Office. Third,the student
can pick up a checklist of courses necessary
for their major."
Dr. McGraw counters by saying,"The new
class reservation process was implemented
to prevent students from missing classes
during registration."
Dr. McGraw emphasized that, "The class
reservation changes and the computerized
academic record are two independent events.
Furthermore, the academic record is designed
to be an advising tool,not a graduation audit."
The administration has no plans to scrap the
new system. The administration feels that
the amount of "classes of errors in the
system" are few in number.
Assistant Registrar, Susan Carrico believes
thatthenew system hascreated manybenefits.
First, the new system forces students to
declare a major, for the academic record has
no value if it can't list the student's missing
requirements.
Second, the system is updated every
semester and it reflects departmental changes
in graduation requirements.
Thirdly, the academic record serves to show
the student's overall picture, including
transfer work and work currently in progress,
things a student cannot discern from an
unofficial transcript.
Carrico believes that the new system is
"striving for perfection," and she believes
that students will notice a "remarkable
improvement next semester." Carrico
encourages students to take their Academic
Records with mistakes in GE and elective
requirements to the Registrar's Office.
Studentadvisorswillhavetoapprovechanges
in major requirements.

...Price donates to LRC

courts, thelegislature,andits administrative
agencies."
Fellmeth said, "No one had anything like
our center. Other law schools give students
experience with clients through clinics—
and we do that too—but we try to take it a
step further and train students to become
independent advocates, capable of drafting
legislation."

Price said,"I strongly feel that as government
gets more complex, you need enthusiastic
students to keep throwing light on the
process."
Price, whose Price Club is currently the
largest San Diego-based business in terms of
revenue/adds that CPIL's role is to provide
a valuable system of checks and balances.
The Center has been in existence since

Crime watch

by Scott Stanfield
On 10/29, it was reported that a Bianchi 26"
mountain bike, black, was stolen from the
Phase B bikerack. The total loss was $632.16.
It was secured with a U lock, which was also
stolen.
A hit and run occured in the rear parking lot
of Serra Hall. An unknown vehicle struck
the left rear wheel of an '82 Jaguar, in what
appeared to be an attempt to pull into the
space from the wrong direction.
A 1989 Silver Honda CRX SI 2 door, with
the key left in the ignition and the motor
running, was stolen on Marion Way East, in
front of the law library.
On 10/30, a Metallic blue Schwinn ten
speed was stolen from the C/W patio bike
rack. The total loss was $125.00.
On 10/31, it was reported that on Oct. 25, a
Midway Airline Voucher was stolen from a
room in Maher Hall.
On 11/1, A car traveling downhill to the
west lower Olin lot at 5-8 mph made a sharp
turn at the parking lot's west entrance. The

wet surface caused the tires to skid. The
driver commented that a speed bump or
Slippery When Wet sign would help to avoid
this situation in the future.
On 11/2, a purple-pink Jansport backpack
was stolen from a cubby hole in the UC
hallway to the main dining room.
On 11/2, a car cover was stolen from a 1989
blue Mazda, parked in the rear of Goshen
Street
On 11/3, it was reported that three malesand
a possible student sprayed a fire extinguisher
on the" West Hall of the fifth floor of Maher
Hall.
On 11/4, it was reported that between 11/1
and 11/4, a silver 1985 Toyota Celica was
stolen from the parking area opposite the
weight room.

*Public Safety recommends purchasing a
"club" for the steering wheel of your car, to
prevent car theft The club is a bar that fits
over the steering wheel of the car, prohibit
ing movement of the steering wheel.

Campus Newsmakers
by Patty O'Connor
The San Diego Chapter of the Society of
Professional Journalists (SPJ) and USD will
sponsor a program to review the methods
writers, editors and photographers utilize to
produce the media.
The Project Watchdog series recently
received theSPJ Circle of Excellence Award
from the National Chapter.
The Project Watchdog series, will present a
"Reverse Press Conference" at 7pm
Thursday, November 29, at the USD Hahn
University Center.
Romantic relationships in the work place?
At the next Business Update Seminar on
Friday, November 16 at 7:30am, Dr. Joanna
Hunsaker of USD's School of Business will
offer information to help prevent and limit
liability for employers who are faced with

, .
,
sexual harassment cases. A continental
breakfast will be served with the seminar
following at 8am in USD's Manchester
Executive Conference Center. There is a $15
fee.
The Urban Plunge program sponsored by
AS Community Service will be heldTuesday,
Nov. 13 for students interested in visiting
nearby centers for San Diego youth, runaway
teens and senior citizens. Centers to be
visited are the Boy's and Girl's Club,
Children's Hospital, Storefront, the Senior
Citizens. Twelve to fifteen students will be
having a small dinner before going to each
location for approximately an hour and then
will return to campus to discuss their
experiences. Interested students should
contact the Community Service office at
x4798.

1980, and isoneof the most active watchdogs
of Califomiaregulatory agencies in thenation.
It monitors 60 state agencies which regulate
business, the environment, professions such
as law and medicine, and trades.
After thefirst year in the program monitoring
and learning about regulatory agencies and
law, students become eligible for in-depth
advocacy projects.
These projects may involve writing a
publishable critique of an agency or state

policy, drafting model legislation, and
hearing testimony or litigation.
Price's gift is part of USD's $47.5 million
"Education for a New Age" Campaign,
which to date has obtained $32.6 million
from numerous donors. Most recently,
Katherine and George M. Pardee contributed
$2.5 million to turn the law school's legal
research center into a computerized, stateof-the-art facility which was renamed after
thePardees on Sept. 21,1990.
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Pro-lifers
distort facts
by Tara Allgood
On Thursday, November 1, arightto-life group was handing out propa
ganda in front of the University
Center. They remained only a short
time and few people looked at this
packet of information.
When I read the pamphlet and
looked at the pictures, I was ex
tremely angry. Not simply because
they handed out this false informa
tion, but because a few people will
read it and actually believe it. I was
angry because this right-to-life
group was given consent to hand
out false information that they
passed off as fact. This is not be
cause I believe they do not have the
right to hand out information, but
information presented was noteven
close to being accurate.
The pamphlet attacked any sexual
relations outside of marriage and
condemned anyone that engaged in
anything else. It implied that the
Pill is made up of harmful and un
natural substances, which is false.
It cited the Pill as being the possible
culprit of AIDS, which is ridicu
lous. There was a photograph of an
aborted fetus.
This is not about abortion. But
pro-choicers would not be allowed
to even set-up in front of the UC,
much less hand out information ad
vocating safe sex and the like.
Beware of right-to-lifers bearing
pamphlets...
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A little peace and quiet in the Valley
by John C. Coppes
nomenal; one would have to be stu
What a week! Four tests and ac pid not to appreciate it!
tivities galore. It's finally Friday
With the all of the weed-picking
night, and unlike other Friday's, and trash collecting that I see being
there is only one thing on my mind— done everyday, however, I don't
sleep. As I crawl intobed, I happily understand why the lawn mowers,
turn off my alarm clock, planning to leaf-blowers, and weed whackers
sleep as long as I can on my one day have to be the first tools put to use
to sleep-in.
each day.
Everything was going great, my
Why not let the workers don a pair
dreams were splendid, until all of a of work gloves and do whatever
sudden...What the heck is that quiet tasks they have planned for
noise!?!?
10am to 5pm early in the morning?
I shot up in bed, as the roar of a
Certainly, if they have a certain
lawn mower slowly droned by my quota of work to complete in a given
room. I figured I must of slept day, postponing mowing the lawns
pretty late if they're already mow or blowing leaves right outside the
ing the lawn. I glanced at my clock, dorms until the afternoon is not
expecting.. .expecting.. ,7am?!?
going to inconvenience anyone.
I'll be the first to admit I love the
Especially the hundreds of stu
groundskecping that we have here dents I know who get awakened
at USD. Our landscaping is phe early on their one day to sleep in.

Obligation to help defend the freedoms of others still remain
by Jonathan Canedo
Over the past weekend, I had the
opportunity to travel to Arlington
National Cemetery where theTomb
of the Unknown Soldier is located.
A simple monument containing a
soldier from World War I with sol
diers from the three other wars the
US has fought in the 20th century
interred nearby, the Tomb is a strik
ing reminder of the sacrifice made
by Americans for their country.
Sitting quietly in front of the tomb,
watching the precise drill of the
guard as he walked before the
mausoleum, I was forced to take a
closer look at how I felt about the
US involvementin the Middle East.

Arlington also contains the graves
of over 200,000 soldiers, many of
whomdied in action. If war comes
to the Persian Gulf, it is likely that
quite a few soldiers currently serv
ing will join their comrades there.
But neither the sight of the rows of
graves or the solemn pageantry of
the Tomb caused me to change my
belief that the United States is right
to intervene in the Gulf.
Instead, I felt thankful for those
who have given their lives for our
liberties and for those who have
knowingly accepted that risk to
defend our freedoms today.
And it is not only our freedoms
that should be protected, but the

freedoms of others. Arlington also
contains the grave of PresidentJohn
Kennedy. It was Kennedy who
articulated America's belief that
there was a moral obligation for us
to defend the rights of others, not
just our own.
And that is why we are in the
Persian Gulf. We lost our sense of
responsibility during Vietnam. It
became better to sell-out our friends
than pay any price. But that obliga
tion remains.
We are the only nation capable of
defeating Hussein. To refuse to aid
our allies would be to participate in
collusion with Iraq against the free
doms of our allies in the region.

Letters to the Editor

A "pathetic attempt at comedy"
Dear Editor:
I am writing in response to Scott
Petri's Off-Beat article,"Voting and
Other Trivial Rights." This pathetic
attempt at comedy is a virtual
banquet of offensiveness. It is
difficult to think of a group Mr.
Petri has not purposely offended.
In this particular article, Mr. Petri
clouds the gubernatorial issues by
labelling it a gender-race. He then
goes on to show himself as a
homophobic chauvinist who has yet
to come to terms with his own
sexuality.
Women and men seem to be
equally threatening to Mr. Petri. He

seems to be suffering from an acute
fear of everything but bad humor
writing, and probably needs ther
apy.
I don't mind that the Off-Beat page
isn't funny, as long as it isn't
offensive. This section seems to
have launched a campaign tooffend
all of its readers, just for the sake of
being bothersome.
In the future, I suggest that Mr.
Petri invoke common sense and a
social conscience, and that the OffBeat Section readjust its priorities.
Sincerely,
Linda Murray

Library service is outstanding
Dear Editor:

things that are available at the
Copley Library that you will not
find at any other library. If you need
a pen, pencil, piece of paper, sta
pler, ruler, white-out, or any other
supply, it is graciously provided.
If you have trouble finding a book,
the student workers will personally
search for it. I have called and
asked them to look up books for
me—no problem. They even served
me free ice cream on the landing
during finals. Just try to find that
kind of service anywhere else!
As for the cost incurred in attending
this university, I do not understand
what this had to do with library
hours. However, I doubt that you
were forced to enroll. I have worked
my way through college and will be
paying off student loans up to 1998,
but my education here was well
worth it.
The library is filled with
information for research purposes.
It was not designed to be a study
hall for those who cannot help but
succumb to distractions elsewhere.
So, if your dorm rooms are too
noisy to study in, talk to your RA,
don't blame the library.
And if studying is such a priority
in your life, why are you waiting
until thelate evening to begin? You
should start right after class instead
of wandering the campus, noticing
the "year-round green grass!"

I have been patiently waiting for
this latest "movement"on extending
library hours to pass. But after
Todd Meyer's letter to the VISTA,
I am compelled to set a few things
straight.
First of all, what is all the fuss
about? If Mr. Meyer had done his
homework, he could have checked
a few facts. Both UCSD, with
approximately 17,000students,and
SDSU, with 35,000 students, are
open until 11pm. This is the same
closing time for USD, which has a
mere 6,000 students. USD is not a
federally funded school like UCSD
or S DSU and relies solely on workstudy students to man the desk at
night.
During the full two weeks of finals,
the Copley Library is open until
midnight. This year the library was
even open during the entire midsemester break, when no classes
were in session.
With financial aid being cut more
. and more, fewer students are eli
gible for work-study. The few stu
dents that are able to work are cut
ting back on their hours because
their course loads are putting too
much strain on their work sched
ules.
Shall the library staff give up their
day hours to baby-sit the desk at
night, or will you volunteer to work
until midnight Todd?
Sincerely,
I would also like to mention a few K. Bergman

NOTICES
The VTSTA is published Thursdays during the school year, breaks
excepted. It is written and edited by students of the University of San
Diego and is funded in part by the AS.
Editorial opinions expressed in the VISTA do not reflect those of the
University of San Diego, the faculty, or the student body.
Letters should be addressed to "Letters to the Editor," USD VISTA, Alcala
Park, San Diego, C A. 92110. Letters should include a name and telephone
number for confirmation, which will be omitted at the author's request.
The VISTA also accepts unsolicited commentary on topics not previously
discussed in these pages.
The VISTA reserves the right to edit all submissions for length, grammar,
and libelous content.
Advertising material published is for informational purposes only, and is
not to be construed as an express or implied endorsement or verification of
such commercial ventures by the staff, the AS, or the university.
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Point Counterpoint: Should gays be allowed to become legally married?

Homosexuals should be allowed to marry The way we look at marriage
by Tara Allgood
A conversation I had recently
concerning gay rightsmade me take
a long look at what I was brought up
to believe. I was raised to believe
that all people should be treated
equally and given the same rights.
They should be protected from dis
crimination.
But what about homosexuals?
Some believe themselves to be openminded, and believe they are not in
any way homophobic. Often the
defense is very similar to that of
racism. "Well, I have a friend that
is gay!"
Some people do not even make
pretenses concerning the level upon
which gaysshould have rights. They
think homosexuality is tolerable,
but the support is only minimal on
the legal level. They feel that homo
sexuality is tolerable just as long as
certain liberties arenot granted. Just
enough to remind homosexuals of
their place in society.
And still some believe that "gay is
not ok" Not on any level. They still
believe that homosexuality is a
choice. That homosexuals choose
their lifestyle in order to make some
sort of statement.
The only choice homosexualshave
is whether or not they want to come
out of the closet and deal with soci
ety's stigmas and limitations. Only
about half of the American public
currently believes homosexual re
lations should be legal.
Do you believe in gay rights?
The issue, however, is not about
gay rights. It is about human rights.
Do you believe in human rights?
You do not have to understand it, to
engage in it, or to like it... just be

tolerant and understand that they
are people that have rights as you
do. "Discrimination against homo
sexuals is not the same as personal
distaste for homosexuality."
One of the current debates con
cerns gay marriages. Gay mar
riages are not legally recognized:
therefore gay couples are not mar
ried under the eyes of thelaw. Many
judges recognize emotional and
economic commitment (the techni
cal definition of marriage), rather
than dwelling upon "technicalities
such as a marriage license" when
deciding cases involving homosexu
als. But in several cases, marriage
licenses grant benefits that are not
seen as the product of technicali
ties. For example, many hospitals
do notrecognizeany "domestic part
nerships." Thus even in a life or
death situation, they are not allowed
to play any role in the decision
making.
It has been recognized that the
benefits of accepting gay marriages
as legal are numerous and that the
legalization of gay marriages would
benefit society as a whole. Monog
amy and celibacy have become more
popular for the gay community as
they have in the heterosexual com
munity, particularly since the '60's
and '70's.
The recognition of legal unions of
two gays would help the gay com
munity to be taken seriously. It
would also, perhaps, mitigate the
spread of AIDS. It would provide
the younger generation of homo
sexuals with role models rather than
an uncertain and unstable future.
One argument against the legali
zation of gay marriages is rooted in

the Catholic belief in the institution
of marriage and the reason for this
institution. Reproduction and the
raising of children would not be a
part of the marriage. The assump
tion that gays, particularly lesbians,
do not want children is false. They
are people, they want children and
grandchildren. Most want nothing
but heterosexual children,if noother
reason than simply because it is
easier for the children.
A common perception is that
homosexuals must havesomething
mentally wrong with them, there
fore they are not fit to raise children.
Some courts assume that lesbians
are emotionally unstable or unable
to assume a maternal role. The
morality of the lifestyle and its ef
fect on the child are in question.
Currently, one-third of all lesbians
are mothers. An estimated 3-5
million lesbians and gays are par
ents, whether from the context of
heterosexual marriages, through ar
tificial insemination, or by way of
adoption.
The important question here is
whether or not is is in the best inter
est of the child. A common homo
phobic response concerns the like
lihood of thechild becominghomo
sexual, or being psychologically
damaged. There have been numer
ous studies on this issue, and no
adverse effects have been found.
The boys raised in thisenvironment
had strong male identities, as the
girls had strong female identities.
Human rights. That is what it is all
about Anti-apartheid, anti-com
munist,anti-rascism .. .the freedom
of those who do not have equal
liberty or rights. Think about it.

Letters to the Editor continued
Criticism of ICC is misplaced

Dear Editor:
In the November 1 issue of the
VISTA, the Math and Computer
ScienceClub's Secretary/Treasurer,
Archie Medrano, addressed his con
cerns about the I.C.C. "Ignoring
Campus Concerns." He accused
the ICC Finance and Activities
Committee of acting irresponsible
because MACS hasnotyetreceived
funds they requested for a pizza
party that was held on October 5.
I am sorry if he feels that his club
is being neglected, but as chair of
ICC, I would like to geta few of the
facts cleared up before he places the
blame entirely on us.
Editor's note: This week sees a
point-counterpoint column appearring for the first time. This
column will run, hopefully, every
week or so. Each column will
contain two articles dealing with
the same or similiar issues but
taking different views.

In his article he stated that, "they
said we wouldn't be able to get any
money for the event because they
were still organizing the ICC Budget
Committee." At the first two ICC
meetings, the clubs were told that
they were welcome to sponsor
events with being reimbursed later.
The first Finance meeting was held
on October 8 and their request was
discussed and passed. It then went
to the AS BudgetCommittee where
it was also passed and then returned
to me. I then put in their mailbox
with the appropriate forms and a
note telling them to return itas soon
as possible so they could get their
money.
If you have any comments on
the articles that appear, drop a
letter addressed to "Letters to the
Editor" off at the VISTA office.
Please include your name and
phone number. And if there are
issues that you are concerned
about, let us know.

Those forms were not returned to
me until October 30, over two weeks
later. How are we supposed to give
MACS their money if they still have
the forms?
I think that before Mr. Medrano
starts talking about other people
being responsible, he should start
checking the responsibility of
people in his own group and make
sure that the lines of communica
tion are open so that the different
members all know what exactly is
going on.
Sincerely,
Carrie Bluvas
Secretary of S tudent Organizations
Dear Editor:
Is anything...anything in the
Middle East worth 30,000 US
body bags?
Sincerely,
GL Oddo, Political Science

or lesbian couple is to the idea of
by Saundra Canedo
Recently, I was discussing with a having children, because biologi
friend what constitutes marriage. cally it's not going to happen.
Marriage was created by society
The conversation turned into a dis
cussion of the gay rights position to fill a need and to add order. The
regarding marriage. Gay and les idea of marriage and the family
bian couples do not have the right to developed as a result of the natural
be legally married. They certainly instinct of people to associate, to be
have the right to cohabitate as they social. With the formation of fami
see fit, but same gender individuals lies came the development of com
cannot be married in the legal sense. munities.
Members of these communities
Gay and lesbian individuals view
the denial of marriage to them as a entered intoa social contract agree
violation of their human rights. Mar ing to certain norms and laws, thus
riage is not a human right. It is an forming society.
Society asks only that gay and
institution that was developed by
lesbian couples adhere to the norms
society to fill a social need.
Human rights are the rights to life, that all people within thesociety are
liberty, and the pursuit of happi asked to follow. The issue of
whether a homosexual couple
ness. None of the human rights
should be allowed to be legally
require marriage to be obtained.
The right to life and liberty are married is not arights issue. Rather,
guaranteed to individuals within it poses a question of whether soci
society. These rights are protected ety should change its norms to suit
and enforced by various police a minority group while ignoring the
organizations and laws. One can ideas of the majority.
Homosexual couples want to be
have life and liberty and not be
given
the ability to be legally mar
married.
An individual can also pursue ried. Often this is because they
happiness without being married. want the benefits that go along with
It can be argued that one may only marriage, such as certain consid
find happiness in spending their life erations when a partner is ill.
When gays and lesbians fit the
with the one they love. It is within
an individual's rights to live with societal view and accepted defini
tion of marriage then they can reap
whom they choose.
Marriage is an institution which, whatever benefits of marriage they
in both the secular and non-secular desire.
Should gay or lesbian couples be
realms, is defined as the union of a
allowed
to marry? No. To obtain
man and a woman for the purpose
the
benefits
of an institution such as
of procreation. The basic physio
marriage
people
must comply with
logical aspects of humans immedi
ately points to the inability of two the few requirements, in this case,
members of the same sex to con that the husband be male and the
wife, female.
ceive children.
It does not matter how open a gay

Brian Mulhall should be
commended for actions
Dear Editor:
I think it is about time that
USD experiences more events
like the ones that Brian Mulhall
has been putting on this semes
ter. I say this because I have
been hearing in recent days that
he has not been receiving full
support from administrators on
this campus.
Some even go so far as to call
him a loose cannon program
mer. I agree. But I also think it
is marvelous that there are stu
dents here at USD who not only
have unique ideas, but are also
creative enough or maybe just
crazy enough to pull them off
outside of the traditional ways.
It can be nothing but a sign of
the times, and a sign of the USD
students, that Brian Mulhalland
the rest of his crew that pulled
off the Ethiopian Christmas

music festival wereable todo it.
Brian's event,"Hibernate for the
Homeless," combined with the
reggae festival, show that USD
can combine good, fun events
with a sense of consciousness.
If the AS,or people like Brian,
can pull students out of their
beach-front homes tocomeback
onto campus for events, then
think they deserve nothing but
to be commended for their ef
forts.
If administrators on this cam
pus have problems with the way
Brian or others go about doing
things,fine. Butdon'tsuppress
their ideas over personal differ
ences.
If there were no crazy dream
ers in this world, nothing great
would ever be accomplished.
Sincerely,
Art Laflamme
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School, clubs, parties, Greek system, residence life, and all that stuff

Senior Profile: Scott Weaver
Hometown: Stockton, CA
Major: (double) English & Business
Future career: Businessman or Lawyer
By George C. Ramirez
In his two years at USD, Scott Weaver has
emerged as a leader. He lives as an RA in
Maher Hall, is Director of AS Community
Service, President of Beta Gamma Sigma
(the business fraternity), and is one of the
justices of the Inter Fraternity Council.
Greek life plays a big part of Weaver's
campus life. He is in Phi Kappa Theta which
is a big part of his social life, and is also a
member of Phi Alpha Delta, the pre-law
fraternity. Because his GPA ranked in the
top 10 percent of the seniors in the business
school he gained membership into Beta
Gamma Sigma, which he now heads.
On top of these accomplishments, he has
been able to maintain hisstatus on the Dean's
list every semester, and his academic sched
ule includes classes from business to drama.
Because he is a double major, he attends
summer school and intersession every year.
Though he has only been at USD for two
years, he has many memorable experiences.
One that stands out is his day of service at

Balboa Park. Scott, Ernest Hahn, two pro
fessors, and six other students served food to
the homeless with theUS Army.
Not only does he experience USD at a
charitable level, but also at a social level.
One memorable event was a Phi Kappa Theta
trip to Lake Havasu in Arizona last spring.
They rented houseboats and spent five days
on the lake. "It was a blast," said Weaver,
"There were so many college students—all
we had were big parties on the lake!"
Scott's recent trip with Phi Kappa Theta to
Rosarita, Mexico was just as memorable.
For three days and two nights, "We played
volleyball, laid out in the sun, drank Marga
ritas, ate lobster and steak dinners...and went
dancing at 'Papas N Beers,"' Weaver said.
More importantly, Scott will never forget
Homecoming 1990 when he escorted Home
coming Queen, Paula Marcheschi, at halftime activities. "Itwasadream-come-trueto
escort Paula Marcheschi," says Weaver, "I
had a real good time!"
And what about future plans? "My number
one goal is to go to law school and get a law
degree and end up in the business commu
nity," he explains. However, he still specu
lates about whether to go into law or busi

ness. Depending on his career decision,
Stanford or Berkeley are his top choices.
Another of his dreams is to do business in
Europe. He'd like to attend graduate school
for international business where he can also
become proficient in a foreign language,
particularly German.
"I love Germany," says Scott," and I love
traveling." He has been to Great Britain,
Belgium, Italy, Luxembourg, France, Spain,
and Germany. Before coming to USD, he

Chance for fame
by Sheila Kube
Are you creative? Now is your chance to
test your capabilities. Whether it be in writ
ing, photography, or artwork, all are wel
come to join the new club on campus.
Professor of English Cindy Dupray, and a
small group of enthusiastic students are rec
reating a club first started by famous authors
JR Tolke and CS Lewis, called "Inklings."
It originated when these authors met in tea
houses and pubsin England to share and gain
insight on their creative masterpieces.
At USD, every Thursday at 6pm, "Ink
lings" members will gather in the Writing
Center (Camino 123) to exchange their crea
tive endeavors. The group meets to read and
listen to each other's work, plan events and
activities, and organize their final goal—to
publish a literary journal.
"Unlike the Asylum, which is a weekly
magazine, "Inklings" is hoping to produce a
book-bound literary journal at least once a
year," stated Dupray. "Many people write a
lot, but their work is not ready for publica
tion. The "Inklings" club is created to help
students polish their skills so they can sub
mit."
In order to create this literary journal, the
club is holding a variety of fundraisers. They

are currently selling tee-shirts, which can be
purchased at the writing center for $10.
"Inklings" is also planning activitiessuch as
a read-a-thon, to take place in the near future.
"Inklings" will be supported solely by the
student body in participation and financial
matters. For those who have creative talents
and would like to share them, Dupray en
courages all to join. There is no joiner's fee
and participation is not an obligation.
"We hope to see many students getting
involved. Most of usare seniors so we would
like to get younger students to continue what
we hope to establish," stated senior, Mark
Modarelli, one of the founders of "Inklings."
For more information about the club, you
can contact Jennifer Bourguignon (4671981), Mark Modarelli (294-2928), or the
Writing Center at x4586.
If you would like to submit your work for
the literary journal, you can drop it off in the
"Inklings" box in the Students Organizations
Office, located downstairs in the UC, or at
the Writing Center. All styles of writing are
welcomed as well as artwork and photogra
phy.
"Inklings'" next meeting will be Thursday,
Nov.14 at 6pm.

FILM FORUM PRESENTS
"OMTTI^INIM AFFAIRS*
UC 107 7PM
Friday, November 9

served as a signal soldier—one who is in
charge of communications—stationed in
what was formerly West Germany.
When he graduates, he wants to vacation in
Europe with friends, highlighted by time in
Spain for the "World's Fair" in Madrid and
the Olympics in Barcelona.
Traveling is just one of his favorite past
times. "I also love to eat," says Scott. He
highly recommendsCroce's Bar downtown,
the Boathouse in Pacific Beach, andPeohe's
in Coronado. Weaver recommends that "If
you like chicken sandwiches, you can find
the best at Cass St. Cafe at Pacific Beach."
On the weekends, Scott is "busy with eve
rything." "I'm so busy that I've really never
gone to the beach here," he admits. His life
is centered around USD,on oroff campus. "I
love USD—it's a great school!"

Editor's Note: If you would like to see a
senior you know recognized for his or her
efforts at USD, you can submit names in
the envelope located on the bulletin board
outside the VISTA office. Please indicate
your name, the person you are nominating,
and phone numbers.

CASH FLOW PROBLEMS? AN 8 STEP
6 WEEK RECOVERY OPPORTUNITY
The innovative Noesis Collegiate Planners
will be distributed free to the University of San
Diego in January. We are looking for self
starting responsible students to supplement
our professional sales force.
The 8 steps? Research has shown that
the distance between a depressing
cash flow and a flood are the 8 steps it
will take you to get to the telephone.
Call 481-4203.

Cruise Ship Jobs
HIRING Men - Women. Summer/

Year Round. POTOGRAPHERS,
TOUR GUIDES, RECREATION
PERSONNEL. Excellent pay plus
FREE travel.
Caribbean,Hawaii, Bahamas,
South Pacific, Mexico.
CALL NOW! Call refundable.
1-206-736-0775, Ext. C211

Holiday Flights &
American Express Vouchers

FAST FUNDRAISING
PROGRAM

1000

JUST
ONE
WEEK.

Earn up to $1000 in one
week for your campus
organization.
This program works!
No investment needed.
Call 1-800-932-0528
Ext. 50

SPEEDY RESEARCH
Reports: $5.00 per page
Over 50,000 Topics

I'll book your flight & deliver
Materials for research assistance use only!!!
your tickets on campus for FREE

Bargain Hunter
Travel Services for
the USD Community
Call 297-6134

6546 Hollywood Blvd. 2nd Floor, Rm. 210
Los Angeles, CA. 90028
Hours: M-F 10:00-5:00 Sat. 11:00-4:00

Custom Research Available
VIS A/MC/American Express
Call Today! (213) 463-1257

Connecting with
Peer Counseling
by Renee Bukovchik
It may not be a familiar name, but it can
become a part of your college life by picking
up an application this week.
Campus Connections, the peer counseling
group on-campus, is accepting applications
for counselors through November 16.
The counseling group, according to sopho
more Kelly Christiansen, is a group of stu
dents who offer help for problems associated
with alcohol and drugs.
"We're not certified counselors, and we
don't have all the answers but we're there to
listen," Christiansen said. "We're there to
talk to students who feel more comfortable
talking with peers, rather than having togo to
the counseling department"
The group of 12 to 15students is organized
through the Office of Alcohol and Drug
Education, and are "from all parts of cam
pus."
"Generally, there are RA's, people from the
Greek system to AS, and people who heard
about it and were interested. We're a very
diverse but close-knit group," Christiansen
said.
The group will be accepting 10-12 new
members, and students who lack counseling
experience should not be discouraged.
"Anyone can getinvolved. You don't have to
have experience of any kind because you'll
get that in January during training," Chris
tiansen emphasized.
Responsibilities of the members include
learning about effects and related problems
of alcohol and drugs,counseling, developing
programs, and getting "first-hand experi
ence." This means visiting community clin
ics to observe the process and progress. In
December the members hope to celebrate
Christmas with people recovering at a half
way house. Having a working knowledgeof
referral centers helps peer counselors when
they suggest that students seek help other
than just with their friends.
This semester the group is committed to

monthly projects, including major presenta
tions like Drug and Alcohol Awareness week.
They also speak at high schools, and meet
every Tuesday night.
Students now involved joined last semes
ter when Sr. AnnetteSchmelling, director of
Drug and Alcohol Awareness Program,
organized the group. They underwent an
intensive week-long training during intersession. Both a hotline and counseling hours
were consequently installed, and by their
reports were successful.
Christiansen feels that the group has made
a good name for itself, and adds that the
personal dimension of counseling has been
gratifying. "It's a chance to bond with a
group of people who are interested in helping
people. Personally you'll get a lot out of it
because you'll make close friends, learn a
lot, and be able to do a lot of outreach. It's
really rewarding, knowing and trying to make
a difference. You're working for something
so good."
Campus Connections is actually an off
shoot of an older program that mobilizes
faculty and staff to act as counselors to stu
dents. That program is still operative, and
campus connections has only expanded to
include a student perspective, although the
student counselors do not meet with the
"other half."
Applications are available in the Office of
Drug and Alcohol Education, located up
stairs in the UC. Applications will be re
viewed by Sr. Schmelling and a panel of
student counselors, and final selections will
be made after interviews.
When Christiansen talks about Campus
Connections, she is enthusiastic. "It's not
only a place to connect with people who
honestly care about you, but it's a place
where you can do good and where you can
make your mark. People always say they
want to do other things for other people, and
this is one small way to do that in thecommu
nity."

FREE MEASLES IMMUNIZATION
Freshmen students who have not received a second measles immuniza
tion will be able to receive a second booster free at the Health Center
between l-4pm Monday, November 12 and Tuesday, November 13.

WD'VM(IAQ'E WO%D PROCESSING
Impressive (Resumes
from $10
(the Best in toufn)

IBM& Word
Perfect Software
Desktop Publishing
Lazer Printer

Term Tapers/Theses
$ 2 per page

'Walking
Distance
(From Campus
7 Days &
Dvenings
a'Week.
Also teaching Word Perfect & Desk Top Publishing,
to make sure that you get that special job done.

(100 (Pages or
more: $1.50)

CallTay
at
278-8154
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I What are the best and worst fads this year?l
compiled by Christine Thompson

Hans Anderson-SophomoreThe worst is the Eskimo boots and
the best is Dona Maria's.

Tracy Yajko & Kari Matsuno
K- - * -Freshmen-Undeclared-T/ie worst is the
fluorescent weight-lifter muscle -man pants
and the best is riding the USD Tram..

Kevin Dooley-Junior-Biology'Not ' is the worst fad and the best
fad is everyone wearing hiking
boots to class.

72

Monica Rose-SophomoreCommunications- The worst is
shorts with Ugg Boots and the best
is people wearing visers inside.

A1 Ingallinera-Senior-Business
Economics-T/ze best is beards and
hairy chests and the worst is goatees.
photos by Norman Choi

Coming to Alcala...
Guitar Concert at Founder's Chapel
"Inspired Music for Two Guitars" will take
place at 8:30pm on Saturday, November 17
in USD's Founder's Chapel.
Alexander-Sergei Ramirez will join USD
music professor Lisa Smith for a concert
featuring celebrated works of JS Bach,
Agustin Barrios, Fernando Sor, and Isaac
Albeniz.
Ramirez is a native of Lima, Peru, and
began his musical training at age seven. He
was admitted to the Robert Schumann Insti
tute in West Germany at age 20, and later
won the international guitar competition in
Alhambra, Spain.
Lisa Smith was the only American finalist
in the1989 International Guitar Competition
held in Spain, and her last public perform
ance was with the USD Orchestra in Octo
ber.
Tickets are available at the door. Prices are:
$5 general, $3 students and seniors.
Great American Smokeout
The nationwide event sponsored by the
American Cancer Society happens Novem
ber 15. The organization encourages indi
viduals who smoke to quit for 24 hours.

French Journalist to Speak at USD
The Alliance Francais of San Diego wel
comes Jean-Claude Perrier, literary journal
ist for the Paris-based newspaper "Figaro."
The topic of the free lecture will be "Les
Desseins d'Ecrivain," and will be in French.
The public is welcomed to hear him speak on
Saturday, November 17, 2pm in the Philip
Hahn Room, in the School of Nursing.
Urban Plunge
Volunteer project for faculty and students
involving soup supperand community effort
will take place November 13. Call AS
Community Servie for information and sign
ups, x4798.
Hunger and Homelessness Week
Sr. Antonia Brenner, an American nun who
lives and works among prisoners in Tijuana,
will give a homily about social justice at the
7pm Sunday Mass, November 11.
Students can experience cooking dinner for
the homeless on Monday evening, Novem
ber 11 from 3pm-7:30pm. The group from
USD will be organized through the campus
ministry office, and they are taking sign-ups
now, x4907.

The children of South Africa need your help. Donate
books during finals week as part of USD's "Books For
Change." For more info call Tracy at 222-2060.
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Seaport Village; food, shops, and fun
by Christine Thompson
Seaport Village, 849 W. Harbor Drive, is a serving slices of pie and cake for the sweet
wonderful spot to spend a Saturday afternoon tooth.
with friends or an evening of romance.
Casual lunch spots include Mexican food
Without leaving the San Diego area, stu from Mi Taco, Shanghai Express, Asaggio's
dents can enjoy the bayside shopping, dining pizza and pasta, Greek Island Cafe and ham
and entertainment found at Seaport Village. burger and deli stands around the WestPlaza.
The specialty shops, open 10-9 daily, offer
If shopping is not the plan for your outing,
a refreshing break from the crowded modern- Seaport Village also provides fine dining at
day shopping malls. With the quaint atmos The Harbor House Sea Food Restaurant and
phere of the small shops of this waterside The Papagayo Restaurant which both have
village, visitors are able torelax and enjoy the seating overlooking the water. A seaside
beautiful scenery.
boardwalk surrounding the area offers apleasVisiting Indiana student, Jill Thompson, ant place for an after dinner stroll as well.
said that as she walked around Seaport she
For entertainment, the park has the Broad
could not believe that she was in a big city way Flying Horses Carousel for 75 cents, and
because of the enchanting characteristics of with a more romantic theme, horse drawn
the village, and it proved to be her favorite buggies. Live music can be heard periodi
tourist stop in San Diego.
cally throughout the day on weekends at the
Over 60 shops sell every day items given East Plaza Gazebo.
new intrigue, such as Wee Willie Winkie
A special feature coming to Seaport Village
Candle Shop and novelties found at such this month is the opening of the holiday
places as European Heritage,a shop of family celebrations with Santa's arrival and the tree
crests, histories and coats of arms.
lighting on November 23. Santa will arrive
Unique items can be found at stores like The on the fully restored 66' yacht "Memory,"
Southpaw, selling gifts for the left-handed. builtin 1919. The Seaport Village Band will
There is also a Kite Shop, whose products provide entertainment and Santa will lead a
you may find flying over the Embarcadero parade down the bayside boardwalk to the
Marina Park which extends out over the Bay lighting of the Christmas tree.
at the North end of the village.
Also coming this month are performances
A good place to stop and take in the atmos in the East Plaza Gazebo by the Bill Shreeve
phere to break up a day of shoppingis Upstart Quintet, November 10 and The Goodtime
Crow and Company, a coffee shop/book store Entertainment Trio, November 17.

s c e n e s t:o coiecoc o a r i :
Grandprix car racing;Del Mar fair ground,Nov. 9-1 l,$3parking,Adm $5$40, Motorsports Expo in exhibit hall incl. in adm price,call: 259-5119
Great Escape wine tasting and art auction; Nov. 11, 6-10pm, Hilton
Resort $20, benifits for developmental disabilities; info: 576-2951
La Jollans for community control are having "Great La Jolla Garage
Sale;"fundraiser; Nov 7-9-3pm; La Jolla Rec, 615 Prospect St, call:4543565
Ski Dazzle Ski show, thru Nov. 11, at San Diego Convention Center,
call: 525-5000
One of the biggest boat shows in the US, San Diego Convention
Center, Nov 15-21, over 200,000 people from around the world are ex
pected, call: 525-5000
"Bid for Bachelors"-meet bachelors Nov 9, 6-9:30pm, at Hyatt
Regency La Jolla, donations may get you a dream date and help the March
of Dimes, $25 in advance, $30 at the door, plus bid money, call: 576-1202
San Diego Junior Theatre presents "Tales of a Fourth Grade Nothing"-based on a Judy Blume novel, Nov 2-18, at the Casa Del Prado, in
Balboa Park, $5-$8, info call: 239-8355

This Week in AS
^r"\\

USD vs. SDSU BASKETBALL GAME AT THE
SPORTS ARENA - NOV. 27th STARTS AT 4:30

RAFFEL DURING 1/2 TIME OF WOMENS GAME - FREE TICKETS TO ANY
SPORTS ARENA CONCERT IN 1991!!!

$3 TICKET INCLUDES GAME AND BANDS AFTERWARD

w m s TRAUi

=AAI:t :SBU3J- T C S MUSH JCV

AT THE UC BOX OFFICE
SEE THE CHARGERS vs. BRONCOS
NOV. 11TH
,

$21 TICKETS - BUY THEM FOR
$15 FROM AS!!
TG STARTS AT 11:30 UNDER THE
BUDWISER SIGN AT THE STADIUM

USD GRAND PRIX ^
BE APART OF IT !!
WATCH FOR DETAILS

V\
^

BANNED FOOD AND CLOTHING DRIVE
NOV. 12-27 DONATION LOCATIONS
ALL OVER CAMPUS

the basic truth \L
a column by Jenn Messina

Recently, I experienced the feeling you
sometimes feel after doing something for
the wrong reasons.
Too often, these times that we live in can
cause us to make decisions and judgements
that just don't feel right in our gut's. I
believe that society has conditioned us to put
our intuition on the back burnerand go with
whatever the trend is at that time.
If the common man all of a sudden turned
to its leaders and said "NO! I will not just go
on like this anymore!" then those leaders
would have their glass houses cracked, if not
shattered.
Too many people have lived their lives for
others instead of fulfilling their own dreams
and aspirations. God forbid we let people
expand their creativity and explore their
wisdom to its farthest possible reaches.
How many times have you seen yourself, a
friend, or a loved one compromise them
selves in order to fit in or get that promotion
they have been waiting for?
This is an issue that we, as the upcoming
leaders in our society,really need to address
so that in the future we can steer away from
falsities and injustices that the system in
stills on us as individuals and as a whole. I
am not suggesting a new revolution or a
world wide sit-in, but to merely take a stand
for yourself and see whatcan happen if only
you realize your powers of inner strength.
Frequently, you may find yourself con

forming or compromising yourself and your
creativityforagrade. Ironically, manyprofessors that are here to guide us to self-fulfillment, are the very people that set limita
tions on us.
For example, we are given rules and regu
lations in writing a paper. Of course, some
rules must be applied in order to develop,
but when you find yourself writing in a
certain style or taking a certain side to
something because you believe that the
professor chooses that side, you are com
promising your right toexpress your beliefs
and feelings. Where is there room for
growth in an environment such as that?
This problem, if not corrected now as
young adults, will be brought toour profes
sional world and into the families that we
will be raising in the future. This is where
we can change our habits now, so that in the
future, when larger issues are concerned,
we will be able to make solid and just
decisions.
The paper that you find yourself writing
for your professor now may become the in
formation that you with-hold from thepublic
later, or the person that you step on to get a
promotion.
We need to develop this skill of doing
things for the right reason while our minds
arc fresh and workable, and ours. Don't let
someone else mold your mind into theirs.
The choice is yours.

Kelly's Pub

Find the end of the Rainbow; off
Sunset in LA; and meet the stars
by Linda Gomez
Good fun, good food, and good people. The
renowned Rainbow Bar and Grille has it all.
As you turn into the Rainbow lot, a parking
attendant will promptly greet you. Parking, if
you are having dinner, is $3. Valet parking
saves the driver a lot of trouble as Sunset( a
busy street in LA) can get quite crowded on
Friday and Saturday nights.
Like most clubs, the Rainbow has a cover
charge which is$10 (yikes!). The price sounds
steep, but with it you receive two drink tickets
which allow you any twodrinks from the bar,
if you are 21 of course. The cover charge for
those under 21 is cheaper. Soft drinks are also
available at the bar.
The food at the Rainbow isdelicious! Appe
tizers range from mozzarella sticks (yum,
yum) to fried zucchini. Warning! Appetizer
plates are huge. Don't be fooled by the name
Rainbow fries, they are just regular potato
chips.
Full entrees are available and include the
Chicken Marsala which is a boneless chicken
breast marinated in wine. Most people,
however, order the Rainbow's pizza. There
are a variety of toppings offered. It is abso
lutely scrumptious!The food at the Rainbow

is inexpensive and the service is great
The atmosphere at the Rainbow is fun and
exciting. However, it can get extremely
crowded later in the night on Fridays and
Saturdays. The earlier you get there the bet
ter. Usually a good time is around 9pm.
The music played in the downstairs bar is
mostly heavy metal. Often when a famous
singer or band walks in, their music can be
heard blasting throughout the bar.
Upstairs at "the Bow" is quite different.
There is another bar and a dance floor. The DJ
upstairs plays everything from MC Hammer
to Bang Tango.
Famous people frequently visit the Rain
bow either to eat or just to hang out and not be
bothered. In just one night three members of
Faster Pussycat, a couple of the Quireboys,
and Tracii Guns (of LA Guns) were spotted.
On another occasion, you might see John
Candy and Sam Kinison eating dinner while
Bret Michaels of Poison wanders around.
The Rainbow is quite exciting and the prime
spot to meet your favorite stars.
For a change of scene, the Rainbow is a
fantastic, entertaining place to go. It is lo
cated in LA at 9015 Sunset Boulevard. Have
fun!
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SENIOR YEAR
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Old ToLun
Liue Music Tuesday thru Sunday
Classic Rock & Blues
Monday Night Football - $1 pints Bud & Lite

FLEETING

Sunday Nights - $1 pints Bud & Lite
8 til closing

It's time to get ready for

Guiness, Bass, & Harp on draft
1

A
/ 2 # Dublin Burger]

$2.99

J
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$3.95
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FREE YOGURT

STEVES
ICE CREAM
&
DAVID S COOKIES
AVAILABLE!!

IjElDI'S

SIX NON-FAT
FLAVORS
AVAILABLE
DALLY!!

FROGEN YOZURT.

CouporK Buy a medium or large cup
per
of Heidi's Frogen Yozurt
i Customer!J
or a
rOne

Hhe Senior Retreat

2222 San Diego flue. , . . . r. . _ _. .
, d l o w n flue ( Irish Fish & Chips

South o f 0

(

Toppingsy
not
includedij

Heidi's specialty item—
GET A SMALL CUP FREE!!
hNot valid with
|any other coupon.

298-4153

The BRICKYARD at the
Hazard Ctr.- Plaza Level |

What: Open Meeting -ALL SENIORS - to get ideas
When: Today
Time: 7:00 PM
Location: Meet at the Founders Chapel

/ALL
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Take a ride to the California
Love's Labor's Lost live at USD
Republic on the Wiretrain
Old Globe/USD student joint venture

by Chris Orr
Shakespeare will be returning this month
as the Old Globe in association with The
USD Professional Training Program will
be putting on a production of Love's
Labor's Lost in Sacred Heart Hall.
Directing the comedy will be William
Ball, who began work for the Old Globe in
1955 before moving on to found the
American Conservatory Theatre in San
Francisco, one of the first of its kind.
Ball, who is a prominent figure in the
arena of regional theatre was more than
willing to accept the invitation to direct
the play because of the influence it had on
hiscareer.'Tvealwayshadalotofsuccess
with Shakespeare," said Ball, "it's a play
that I've always been fond of." He has
played Hamlet twice, Iago in Othello and
directed Henry IV, Part II.
In addition to being a major director,
producer and designer, Ball is a writer
with books on acting technique soon to be
published. Ball has also traveled China to
examine Chinese theatre at the end of the

Cultural Revolution and is a teacher at
UCSD. "It's the creative process that
interests me." said Ball.
Ball loves to teach and considers it an
"honor and a privilege to be shaping their
[his students] futures."
Ball is also doing screen work and is
finishing the filming of Suburban
Commando, a movie starring Christopher
Lloyd, Shelley Duvall and Hulk Hogan.
Ball plays a villain who is working on
conquering his fourth civilization,
Love's Labor's Lost will begin its run
from Nov. 13-20 and Nov 27-Dec. 1. As
part of the Old Globe's Master's Program
the cast will feature returning program
actors Will Crawford, Sandra Lindberg,
Sue-Anne Morrow, Jesus Ontiveros, Bray
Poor and Therese Walden. New members
include Amy Beth Cohn, DavidHuberand
Andrea Fitzgerald,
General admission for the performances
is$8andwillbeavailableMondaythrough
Friday, 9am-5pm. For more information
call Brad Ballard at 231-1941.

by Nicole Dauphinee
Wiretrain's latest release, California
Republic isone album that would bedifficult
to classify in the conventions of progressive,
industrial, new wave...etc.
It's simplly the kind of record they don't
seem to make anymore. Some might find this
boring while others see it as raw substance
and character. Personally, I found it sort of
boring.
It hails lyrics like:
"You got the green,
I got the blues.
I got the feet,
You got the shoes.
Oh me, oh my, oh me, oh my."
Lyrics are the snapshots that help bring to
life the music—these just don't seem to
present much of a picture to me.
Now comprised of original members Kevin
Hunter (songwriter, vocalist, guitarist) and
Anders Runblad (bassist,) plus drummer
Brian McLeod, Wiretrain has previously
released three records: In a Chamber ('84).
Between Two Worlds ('85) and Ten Women
('87)—all released on 415/Columbia.
Still, the album is definitely not without

accomplishment. Songs like "Tin Jesus"
which depicts people using religion as a veil,
and "Precious Time," a song about the
fragility of life are creatively written. And,
although the drumming tends to drone on,
there are some slide guitar riffs in "Should
She Cry" that'll definitely raise an eyebrow.
The album has a romantic feel to it that may
appeal to some, as well as some very to-thepoint lyrics...
"Everyone else in town
Has already laid your baby down...
Everything you need is
In between her knees..."
These guys do have a cool outlook on life
and believe in what they do.
Hunter admits,'There was a period of three
years where we could have lived off the
band, but strangely enough, no one chose
to... Working gives one enoblemenL.. And
musicians unfortunately don'tfeel that. They
should."
If you want to see Wiretrain live they will be
performing at the USD/SDSU Basketball
game which will take place at the San Diego
Sports Arena, Nov. 27. For further
information see article in sports section.

Three new ways to survive college.

The Macintosh llsi

The Macintosh Classic

With Apple's introduction of three new
Macintosh® computers, meeting the challenges of college
life just got a whole lot easier. Because now everybody
can afford a Macintosh.
The liBSIBBBimfttlM is our most
affordable model, yet it comes with everything you needincluding a hard disk drive. The MSWIWRIJfil
combines color capabilities with affordability. And the
MWBMftfllMSi is perfect for students who need a
computer with extra power and expandability.
No matter which Macintosh you choose, you'll
have a computer that lightens your work load without

giving you another tough subject to learn. Every Macintosh
computer is easy to set up and even easier to master. And
when you've learned one program, you're well on your
way to learning them all. That's because thousands of avail
able programs all work in the same, consistent manner.
You can even share information with someone who uses a
different type of computer-thanks to Apple's versatile
SuperDrive7 which reads from and writes to Macintosh,
MS-DOS, OS/2, and Apple® II floppy disks.
See the new Macintosh computers for yourself,
and find out how surviving college just got a whole lot
easier.

For more information please visit
the USD Bookstore
or call 2604551
Hours: Monday-Thursday, 9am-6pm;
Friday, 9am4pm;Saturday, 9am-lpm

The power to be your best"

©1990 Apple Computer, Inc. Apple, the Apple logo, and Macintosh are registered trademarks of Apple Computer, Inc. SuperDrive and "The power to be your best" are trademarks of Apple Computer, Inc. Classic isa registered trademark licensed to Apple Computer. Inc.
MS-DOS is a registered trademark of Microsoft Corporation. OS/2 is a registered trademark of International Business Machines Corporation.
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Break out your CD player, put it on 10 and Pump Up The Volume
The highly touted MCA Records sound
track to theNew LineCinema film, Pump
Up the Volume, starring Christian Slater,
features songs from Concrete Blonde,
Ivan Neville, Liquid Jesus, Cowboy
Junkies, Sonic Youth, The Pixies, Peter
Murphy, Bad Brains, Above the Law,
and Chagall Guevara.
"MCA's soundtrack of diverse alterna
tive music distinctly mirrors Pump Up
the Volumes youthful energy and defiant
attitude," says Richard Palmese, Execu
tive Vice President/General Manager,
MCA Records.
While the film's central character, Mark
(aka "Hard Harry," played by Christian
Slater) chooses to unleash many of his
rebellious feelings on a pirate radio pro
gram, the songs he plays never sound
contrived. And the music that lurks in the
background (orblastsinto the foreground)
is critical to the mood of the film.
Leonard Cohen's eerie "Everybody
Knows," covered with frightening inten
sity by Concrete Blonde on the sound
track, serves as the recurring theme-a
growing fight against futility. Liquid
Jesus' version of Sly Stone's "Stand"
captures the film's moment of supreme
triumph, while"Why Can't I Fall I Love,"
performed by Ivan Neville, Expresses a
familiar feeling of longing.
Like thefilm, the soundtrack delves into

other strong emotions and issues:censorship
("Me and theDevil Blues," Robert Johnson's
plaintive cry interpreted with dark gloom by
the Cowboy Junkies) and self destruction
("Wave of Mutilation " by the Pixies, pur
veyors of melodic angst).
There are also songs of powerful release:
MC5's "Kick Out the Jams", performed by
Bad Brains, with ex-Black Flag vocalist
Henry Rollins guesting on vocals;
Soundgarden churning thrash and screaming
"Heretic;" and Sonic Youth drilling home
"Titanium Expose," with gnashing guitars
cutting across the track like hacksaw blades
into cement.
What makes this soundtrack extra special,
is the fact that most of the songs are not
available on any other album. Some were
recorded specifically for the film (Concrete
Blonde's "Everybody Knows" and Liquid
Jesus' "Stand"), others are unique perform
ances (Bad Brains and Henry Rollins' "Kick
out the Jams"). Only Sonic Youth's "Tita
nium Expose" comes direcdy from a regular
domestic release.Therest are from outtakes,
rear imports, or obscure B- Sides.
Music from the original motion picture
soudndtrack Pump Up the Volume recently
broke into the top50 and a number of singles
off the album are frecuently being played on
sations like 9IX. If liked the movie or are a
fan of modern, alternative music, give this
collection a look.

HRVE YOU HERRD7I

Christian Slater as Mark Hunter in Pump Up The Volume

AS Showcase Tonight
The Comedy of Craig Shoemaker
Live at the UC Grill at 9pm

WE'RE COOKING
SOMETHING FOR YOU
THURSDAY (LADIES NIGHT)
FRIDAY & SATURDAY
PARTY TIME
OPEN 9:30
STRICT DRESS CODE

S. COH£)0

DIEGO RIVERA #1482
RIVER CHANNEL
T I J U A N A

The Legend Contiues
Thursdays: Ladies no cover

Get a date, set your VCR to record
Cheers, order a burger, sit back and
laugh like you've never laughed
before. Admission's free and you
can take the tram, so be there or be
square..

ftOn^NTXC
(Professionat Care

Value!
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Specializing in Air Brush &
Curved Nails
^SCULPTURED NAILS *
*NAILTIPS* FIBERGLASS*
* KRYSTAL NAILS
* ACRYLIC NAILS*
*GEL NAILS*

MON-SAT 9-7 PM
SUN By Appt.
Special rates for new
customers
569-8171
7514 MESA COLLEGE DR.

CLASSIC
T R

A
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Value!

Value!

WE HAVE THE LAST SEATS TO LOS
CABOS FOR THANKSGIVING.
DEPART FROM SAN DIEGO NON-STOP
ON WED. 1:35pm, RETURN SUNDAY
12:50pm!

FROM $299.00 pp

Call us for quotes and flyers
Prices are base on double Occupancy

SEATS ARE EXTREMELY
LIMITED, SO BOOK NOW!!!
6110 Friars Rd., Suite 201
SanDcigo, CA 92108

299-6171
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Mondays: there
ought to be a law
by Scott Petri
I recently decided that Mondays should be
illegal. I based this decision on sound,
impeccable reasoning.
1. I don't like Mondays.
2. No one likes Mondays.
3. Therefore, Mondays should be illegal.
I wrote President Bush about this visionary
new ideaand White House Secretary, Marlin
Fishforbrains sent me back a very
encouraging reply. In short, President Bush
was enthralled with my idea. He said that
Barb likes it too.
After all, Monday mornings closely follow
Sunday nights, and Barb sometimes gets a
little horny after bingo on Sunday evenings.
Hence, sometimes she needs to sleep in on
Monday mornings. If Mondays wereillegal,
Barb wouldn't have to get up until Tuesday.
President Bush told me that he was going to
send Dan Quayle on a fact-finding trip to
Latin America to determine if Latin"
Americans hate Mondays too. The VicePresident who has been vacationing in the
Caribbean, brushing up on his Latin is very
eager to make this trip.
Mr. Quayle stated, "If the Latin-Americans
are hesitant to outlaw Mondays, President
Bush and I will have no regrets about moving
US troops into Latin America."
President Bush is confident that a popular
consensus on outlawing Mondays could be
the ticket to a successful re-election in '92.

by Chris Orr
"Victory in Kuwait, Read my lips—no flag
burning, and just say no to Mondays," are the
slogans that he has his expert political
consultants working on.
The President is hoping thatthe same wimpy
guy from Massachusetts will run against
him, because he secretly heard that Monday
is Mike Dukakis's favorite day.
He can't wait to corner him in a debate and
say, "Governor Dukakis, I've always hated
Mondays. I've never waffled from this
position, but you seem to enjoy working on
Monday mornings. How does this put you in
touch with mainstream America."
Now some of youskeptics might be thinking,
"Wait a minute. If you make Mondays
illegal, won't Tuesday just automatically
become Monday, and therefore, become
illegal also?"
Now I would like to state for the record that
I have nothing against Tuesdays. Tuesdays
can'thelp the fact that they follow Mondays.
They were born like that. You don't punish
a good day becauseit follows a bad day. That
is racism, or sexism, I'm not sure which.
If people insist on following faulty logic
like the above, the next thing you know
TuesdayisMonday.soTuesdayisbad. Then
Wednesday is Tuesday, which is also bad,
and soon everybody's saying "Just say no to
hump day."
Everyone except Barb that is.

That's right men, it's the issue you've
waited all your lives for. Next week
Off-Beat will present the 1990 Best
Bunnies of USD photo layout!
We will be featuring, for the first
time ever, photos of our favorite USD
bunnies from all over campus. Top

Top
Seven
New
Developments in the
Middle East:
1. New Army Slogan—We sweat
more before 10 am than most people
do all year.

4. Soldiers complain about
temperatures in the 100's, but the
army points out "it's a dry heat"
5. President Bush levies a tax on
drinking water.
6. Iraqi news, Hussein look a-like
replaced by Maury Povitch.
7. Mid-Western soldier seriously
injured after "camel tipping."

sex? Anyone that will talk to you?
Answering machines are the worst
things to own if you live by yourself.
Before if no one called you wouldn't
know or you might believe that you just
missed a call. With a machine none of
those options are open. Getting home to
an unblinking red light can be about as
uplifting as scraping road kill off of the
street with a tongue depressor.
This erroneous perception of
unpopularity wasso depressing that when
the first answering machine was put on
the market, lonely people were throwing
themselves out of windows by the
millions.
Chores can suddenly loom as tall as
Mount Olympus. Simple tasks like
shopping, laundry, vacuuming and
changing your underwear can becomeas
inspiring as trying to make yourself lick
a bowl of thumbtacks. In fact, licking a
bowl of thumbtacks might even seem
more attractive.
Living by yourself can be more horrid
than being put in solitary confinement.
The privacy you sought can become a
nightmare. Rip your toe nails out with a
vice, smash your tongue in the car door,
do anything but live alone. Insanity
would be more preferable.

the Bunnies of USD

S E V E N:

3. Dan Quayle visits Middle East and
complains that he can't hit his ball out
of the sand trap.

Living by yourself can be the worst
form of self-torture. At first you are
really psyched after putting up with
assortedroommates from hell. Little do
you know that you will soon beentering
the insanity zone.
It begins with large piles of dishes
appearing in the sink and you wonder
who you should blame it on.
Huge masses of newsprint,pizza boxes,
beer bottlesand laundry materialize out
of thin air, settle in various comers of
your abode, and you don't seem tomind,
despite the fact that it takes three days of
planning and several beers to negotiate
a path from the door to the bathroom.
On Sundays you will soon find yourself
cruising about the pad in your underwear
wondering if you should watch
American Gladiators or My Friend
Flicka.
Do you eat unnaturalamounts of frozen
foods? Doyoubothertocookit? When
going to sleep at night do you ever
wonder if anyone would care if your
complex suddenly exploded?
How about friends? Do you have any?
Are you constantly hanging out at the
Red Onion hoping that yousee someone
you know? Even members of the same

Off-Beat Presents

H0STIL6 MAN'S

2. Iraq offers to exchange all
hostages for Roseanne Barr to use a
single, large human shield.

I'd rather lick a bowl of
tacks than be a lonely guy

bunnies will be selected for
Camino/Founders, the Valley,
and the Vistas.
It's not too late to send your
amatuerphotos toHostile Man
c/o the VISTA. Serious entries
only please.

Warren & Ed
IF- THEY RAISE MY
TUITION 107. EVERY
YEAR TO INCREASE
FACULTY SALARIES...

•HOW COME PR. SNORMAN
COMES TO CLASS EVERY
PAY BEARING- THE
6AME PoiYESTER. PANTS
HE BOUGHT IN R73?

MAYBE THEY'RE
SPENWNG THE MONEY
ON SOMETHING- ELSE...
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Torero soccer plays Pilots in NCAA
continued from page 1
goal of the game when hedribble the ball into
the six yard box and touched it through a
defenders open legs. Like a yo-yo the ball
rebounded off another Portland player and
back to Adair, who tucked it near post, just
under Keller's outreached hand.
Portland continued to tackle hard and play
tough, but Adair wouldscore again, this time
at the start of the second half putting the
game beyond Potland's reach.
Junior Paul Gelvezon crossed the ball into
the penalty box, where Adair threw himself
into the air and headed the ball into the net.
Portland missed several opportunities to
score and USD won the battle of goalkeepers
as Tate recorded his ninth shutout of the
season.
If any team in the west has a home field
advantage it is at the wet and windy field of
the University of Portland. The Toreros will
not only have to battle the Pilots and ele
ments but also the5,000+ fans which will be
packed into the newly built soccer stadium.
"They are a good team at home," ex
plained Senior Vince Bianchi. "Just because
we beat them here doesn't mean anything. I
can't see them beating us but it will probalbly
be 1-0. We have to take one game at a time.
Like it is the Superbowl."
Although the Toreros have had their best
season ever, Nguyen still feels the team has
some areas in which to improve, mostly
mentally.
"The soccer program will become a na
tional power. But it dependson the coaching
staff training the players to win as a team.
The whole team wins, not one person, and
when we lose the whole team loses, it's not
just one person."
This season the team has had theattitude of
scoring for themselves so that they can get
some ink in the papers,"commented Nguyen.
USD is seeded fifth in the western region
of the tournament. Should the Toreros beat
Portland they would go on to face number
one seed, UCLA, in Los Angeles.
"Winning has to be there mentally...we
can't just say we want it. I think we can get
to the second round and that would bea great
accomplishment for ourselves and the
school." continued Nguyen.
Nguyen also put USD's play-off bid into
perspective. "We made it into the play-offs

Jerry Walson

photo by John Dworzak
6'6" Charles Adair controls the ball surprisingly well for being such tall player.
based on other teams' mistakes, not because
we earned it. In many ways we did work
hard, but we have to realize that other teams
made mistakes that let us be here."
The other teams in the western region are

#2 Southern MethodistUniversity, #3 Fresno
State, #6 Santa Clara, #7 Illinois State.
The top seeds in the other regions are:
Rutgers, Evansville, and North Carolina
State.

photo by John Dworzak
San Diego local Leo Ronces (#11) beats his opponent only to be hacked from behind.
Ronces has been a mainstay in the Toreros offense for the past four seasons.

Unbelievable. The one word that de
scribes the Chargers play of late. They
defeated the Seahawks, in the Kingdome,
31-14... Appalling. The one word that
will describe the Chargers after week 12.
Amazingly, theChargers may still have a
chance for a wild card play-off birth.
OK So the Chargers are winning. But
Why? Billy Joe Tolliver has the lowest
rating of quarterbacks in the NFL.
Marion Butts is running well, but that's
hardly enough to carry a team. The defen
sive line isn't as powerful as it used to be
Leslie O'Neill is playing out of position.
The defensive backs have been plagued
with injuries...
The Chargers are winning because right
now they are damn lucky. Lucky enough
that the guys with talent are finally show
ing what they can do.
Tolliver needs more chances to throw the
football, and his receivers (besides An
thony Miller) have to catch the ball. So
many of them drop passes thrown right to
them. If I was playing... NFL receivers
should be able to catch the ball if it touches
their hands.
USD's RUGBY team is playing their
sport at this time.
USD's soccer team won, yet again. They
beat Portland 2-0. It's good tosee that they
invited so many empty bleachers. Then
again, the best view is from the middle of
the stadium where all 578 people sat.
It's the first time in history that USD's
soccer team has been admitted to the
NCAA Division I play-offs. Though
USD's record is good enough to get them
home field advantage, they will play the
first game in Portland and probably will
never play at home.
Quoted from the LA Times "Portland,
which has sold out every home match this
season, was able to guarantee the NCAA
another sold-out house for the play-offs.
USD could not make such a guarantee."
I've seen football games at Stanford and
UCLA, PointLomaas well as high schools.

continued on page 15

NCAA Division I Tournament
(compiled by Juan J. Alfonso)
WEST
EAST

BLOWOUT!

Over 50 name brands & 3,000 frames in stock from $5 to $800

USD COUPON
• Special orders
• Replacement parts
- Goggles
• Binoculars

Expires 11/14/90
Eyes on Del Mar
Del Mar Plaza

Mon.-Sat. 10-9
Sun. 11-6

1555 Camino Del Mar
Street Level • 792-9211

MIDWEST

SOUTH

#1 UCLA
#8 Bye

#1 Rutgers
#8 Bye

#1 Evansville
#8 Bye

#1 NC State
#8 Bye

#5 USD
#4 Portland

#5 Brooklyn
#4 Adelphi

#5 Boston College
#4 Boston University

#5 South Carolina
#4 Clemson

#3 Fresno St.
#6 Santa Clara

#3 Columbia
#6 Seton Hall

#3 Indiana
#6 Wisconsin (Milw.)

#3 North Carolina
#6 Wake Forest

#7 Illinois St.
#2 SMU

#7 Dartmouth
#2 Vermont

#7 George Mason
#2 St. Louis

#7 Richmond
#2 Virginia

Fast Facts:
—single elimination tournament
—nine automatic qualifiers (conference champions)
—final four in Tampa, Florida (televised on CBS, tape delay)
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Basketball to begin quest for WCC title
by Brian Brokowski
Potential.
As a season begins this word is heard so
many times that it often starts to lose all
meaning. For the 1990-91 edition of USD
basketball, however, no other word could be
more applicable. With 10 upperclassmen
returning from last year's 16-12 squad, the
Toreros are looking to bring some March
madness to campus in the form of an NCAA
Tournament bid.
The team, predicted by many to win the
WCC, will begin their seventh season under
the guidance of coach Hank Egan tomorrow
night against Athletes in Action in theSports

photo by Mike Spengler
Gylan Dottin lays the ball into the hoop
against WCC champions LMU.

Center at 7:30.
Experience is the name of the game as
USD has more upperclassmen (twelve), and
more seniors (six) than any other team in the
West Coast Conference. Joining the ten
returners from last year are two transfers
from Mesa Community College, the number
one ranked JC in the nation.
Egan admits this is one of his more
experienced teams, but he places little value
in preseason predictions.
"They're for the fans and the sportswriters, not the players and coaches. They don't
mean a thing. It's neat that people think
you're good, but on the other side
of the coin, you're not going to
sneak up on anyone. Everyone's
going to be playing the best they
have at you," he said.
Returning starters include
senior Dondi Bell (6'-9", 240 lbs.),
senior guard Pat Holbert (6'-3",
195 lbs.) and junior guard Wayman Strickland (6'-2", 180 lbs.).
Holbert, an All-WCC Honorable
Mention selection last year, is the
Toreros leading returning scorer
(12.3 points per game overall, 17
ppg in conference).
He is the conference's top re
turning three point shooter with a
.462 average, and thetop returning
free throw shooter with a .836
average. Holbert begins his sec
ond and final season as a Torero
after transferring from Mesa at the
beginning of last year. He is one of
five transfers from Mesa on the
team.
In starting 27 games last sea
son, Strickland averaged 6.3 as
sists, missing the all-time USD
rec ord by three. He was second in the
WCC in assists as well as second in steals.
He brings an averageof 8.3 points per game

Volleyball has successful Bay Area tour
by Juan J. Alfonso
The USD women's volleyball team won
two matches and lost one in their latest Bay
Area road trip this past weekend.
After defeating the University of San Fran
cisco, and Saint Mary's University in five
and four games respectively, the Lady Toreras weredefeated by Santa Clara University
in three games. USD is now in fourth place
in the West Coast Conference with a 13-14
overall record, 5-6 in league.
The two victories during this trip mean the
teams has now won twice as many games
this season as the past two years combined.
and had to stretch to five games before de
feating the Lady Dons. The match ended
11-15,15-2,15-6, 12-15,15-9 in favor of
USD. Friday, the team was matched up
against Saint Mary's, only this time the
team did not endure as many hardships
when disposing of their opponents. The
squad played very well and finished the
game with a score of 15-11, 15-9, 14-16,

and 15-8.
On Saturday, USD took the court against
Santa Clara. The team began by losing the
first nine points and had to try to play catch
up for the rest of the game. The Lady
Toreras fought back and gained a game
point at 16-15 but let down to lose the game
16-18. From here on, it was all downhill
and the match ended with scores of 10-15
and 7-15.
The disappointing loss in the last match
did not overshadow the hard earned victo
ries in the first two matches.
'This was a very good weekend for us,"
stated head coach Sue Snyder. She later
added, "Although we were a little tired
from the two games, we didn't play well the
last match."
Next Saturday, the Lady Toreras will face
St.Mary'sattheSportsCenterat7:30. The
team will then play USIU, who has been
previously defeated twice this season by
US D, on Tuesday at 7:30 in the Sports Cen
ter;
' ,W,
, ,

USD basketball vs. SDSU at the Sports Arena Nov. 27
women's game at 4:30pm and men's game at 7:30pm. Tickets
on sell at UC ticket booth.

into the '90-'91 campaign. Strick
land played his prep ball at Riordon High School in San Francisco,
where he was named San Fran
cisco City Player of the Year in his
senior year.
Bell returns size and strength
to the USD inside game. He started
11 straight games at the end of last
season before a hip injury side
lined him. He ranked fourth in the
WCC in blocked shots. Bell is a
hometown product outof Crawford
High School.
A key to a successful season
will be to avoid the slump that
struck the squad at the beginning
oflastseason. The team started off
3-7, but surged, winning 12 of
their last 17 games. An important
factor in those wins was the emer
gence of Holbert as a serious scor
ing threat. Holbertreached double
figures in 12 of the last 13 games
after failing todo so for the first 12
games of the season. He scored 27
points in three of the last four
games.
Egan sees defense as being the key to
winning a conference that has most teams
improving from last year.
"Loyola lost some key players and they
have come back to join the rest of the pack
this year. Pepperdine lost a few as well, but
everybody else hasgotten better. We have to
get a very good performance defensively
each time out. We want to extend the floor
and play aggressive basketball," he said.
Adding strength on the inside will be
junior returner Kelvin Woods (6'-5", 230
lbs.). Woods was third in scoring last year
with a 9.4 average, as well as third in re
bounding with 4.0. Sophomore Brooks
Barnhard (6'-8", 215 lbs.), and junior Reed
Watson, (6'-8", 210 lbs.) a transfer from

photo by Mike Spengler
USD fans and coaches hope Pat Holbert
can continue his offensive jamming.
Mesa, should both see significant playing
time as well.
The inside game will not be one of the
Torero's strengths, however.
"This team does not have a lot of power
compared to the team we had here a couple of
years ago," Egan said, refering to the 24-6
team of 1987. "We're going to have to rely
more on quickness and finesse."
The Torero's first big contest of the
season will be on November 27 when they
take on San Diego State for the city cham
pionship. The game will be played at the
Sports Arena.

Rugby spends weekend in heat
by Rich Matthews & Bret Lindeman
The rugby team journeyed to the 16th an
nual Michelob Rugby Tournament inTucson,
Arizona last weekend. The team played an
intense schedule over Friday and Saturday
and won three of five games.
The Toreros' first game was against the
powerful B YU Rugby team.The dominating
scrum and skilled back line of BYU took

USD by surprise in the first half. USD came
back strong in thesecond half but did notstop
the BYU win 9-0.
USD ripped the Trojans of rival USC in the
second game by a score of 12-4. In an
emotionally charged game, the Trojans held
USD to a very close game until the final
minutes.
Continued on page 14

Refresher Course

Bartenders are
in Demand!

c

PROFESSIONAL
BARTENDING
COURSES

Increase Your
Professionalism!

DA Y or NIGHT.

COST: $45.00
TIME: 10:00 a.m. to 2:00 p.m.
WHEN: Saturday October 20,1990
November 10,1990. Receive
a Certificate of Completion!

Bartending Course

FOR CLASSES AND
REGISTRATION
INFORMATION:
v

$250.00

For class & Registration Information:
PLEASE CALL800-227-0030 USA

619-232-1959
FAX 619-232-3299

lA

VIS A/Master Charge Accepted

Tuition Assistance
Certificate of Completion

FOR BARTENDERS

BMW
SELLER & SERVER TRAINING

1154 12th Ave. San Diego,Ca.

G

Bartenders Against JE
Drunk Driving
National Headquarters

0

Please Call: 800-227-0030 USA
619-232-1959 or FAX 619-232-3299

VISA/Master Charge Accepted

1154 12th Ave.
San Diego, Ca.
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Sports Medicine keeps USD athletes from falling apart
by Sandi Ciampa
There aren't many places on the USD
campus where you can go to see such an
abundance of injuries as the training room
in the Torero Sports Center. Walking into
the room might amaze someone who has
never dislocated a shoulder, broken a bone,
or torn a medial collateral.
For those wondering "what is a medial
collateral?" just ask junior George Chumo
who is a regular at the training center. In
the USD vs. Redlands football game,
Chumo tore an anterior cruciate and the
medial collateral in his knee. After recon
structive surgery he was put into the reha
bilitation program where certified trainers
Carolyn Greer and Steve Nellis currently
work with him on his basic stretching and
various exercises to get his range of motion
back.
"I come in everyday for an hour so that I
can get some strength back," said Chumo
who is hoping to play in the next football
season in 1991 if all goes well.
Junior Gene Fontana also visits the train
ing room. His injuries are not as severe as
his teammate Chumo, but the treatment he
receives from the trainers help his torn
knee cartilage and his bone spurs in his
shoulder so that he can continue to play in
Torero football games.
"My injuries won't stop me from play
ing," said Fontana. "They aren't
that bad."
Some might think that the spirits are low

photo by VISTA staff
Todd Miccio, a graduate of USD, tapes sophomore volleyball player Kristi
Harris' angle. Miccio is fulfilling his 1500 unpaid training hours at USD.
in the training room, but the contrary is true. National Athletic Trainers Association) are
It is comparable, as far as a social gathering busy stretching muscles and taping ankles.
place, to the Camino steps or the deli tables. Greer has been the head athletic trainer for 13
The jock talk and conversation among the years of the 15 in which USD has had a sports
athletes is a definite form of entertainment. medicine program. Greer did her undergradu
Many of the athletes are friends so they can ate and graduate study at SDSU where she
exchange words while they soak their inju also competed on the gymnastics team.
ries in the whirlpool, send pulses into their
Nellis was a USD student who got his cer
knees via the electrical stimulation, or use tification and became the assistant athletic
physical modality of Ultra Sound.
trainer when the new position was offered in
During all of the soaking and whirling and
the fall of 1987.
pulsing, Greer and Nellis (both certified by
"If it wasn't for Carolyn, Steve, and the

other dedicated student trainers, I think the
football team would fall apart," said senior
Ty Barksdale.
The other dedicated student trainers are
the sports medicineinterns. Some are gradu
ate students and others are undergraduates
all of whom must fulfill the 1500-hour re
quirement to qualify for their certification.
Under Greer's supervision, the students
help in the training room and also on the
athletic fields during games and practices.
In addition to the time requirement, the
interns must receive a bachelors degree
with seven core classes in athletic training
according to Greer. Some of these courses
are taught at USD including Anatomy,
Physiology, Physiology of Exercise, and
Health. Courses like Kinesiology, Basic
Athletic Training and Advanced Athletic
Training are offered at SDSU and Mesa
Junior College.
"In the past five years, all but one student
have passed the exam the first time," said
Greer who has seen about 75 USD students
go through the sports medicine program.
Currently there are six students in the pro
gram.
"Sports medicine is rewarding because
we see the whole cycle from the injury to
treatment to playing again," said Greer.
She hopes to have more certified trainers
in the future of the USD Sports Department
so that there will always be a highly quali
fied trainer at all the Torero practices and
games.

Rugby Club gets hot in Arizona

BIKE DAY SALE!
FRIDAY, NOV. 9TH

FREE BICYCLE SAFETY INSPECTIONS WILL BE
GIVEN IN FRONT OF THE UC FROM 10-2!

TUNE UP SPECIAL! $18.95
AVENIR ACCESSORIES:
Helmets- $34.95
All-Terrain Riding Gloves- $12.95
U-LOCKS: Lg. $19.95, Sm. $17.95
Steel Toe Clips- $5.49
Nylon Resin Toe Clips- $3.99
AVENIR SHRADER TUBES:
THORN PROOF 26X1.75-2.0- $3.50
27x1 1/8-1 1/4- $1.99
27x1, 700x 25c- $1.99
Seat Lockers -$1.99
Frame Pumps-$16.95
OTHER ACCESSORIES AVAILABLE.

UT1J00R
OVERTURES
FOR MORE INFO: 260-4709

Continued from page 14
The third game against ASU was the Tore
ros toughest game of the tournament. It was
the last game on Friday and the USD players
showed fatigue. The final score favored
ASU 12-0.
After a restful Friday night, the USD Rugby
team returned to the tournament with clenched
fists to duke it out with Cal Poly Pomona.
After a bitter Friday of only one win, the
Toreros were pleased todefeat Pomona 15-0.
Guido Lima-Guevara, Dave Polish, and Rob
Rhodes scored their rookie trys and will be
formally congratulated ina ceremony sched
uled at the next official rugby function.
Geraldo "Homeboy" Romero also scored a
try. Old friend, Jeff "Beaver" LeBlanc
scored a penalty kick for USD, pounding the

T
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|TAN 30 Days- $35 j
Permanent Cosmetic
Make-Up
I European Body Wrap-$39 g
Fills $15- with selected
I
manicurists
J
' A Full Service Hair, Nails, j
and Skincare salcn
|^/fr*n T7V5 Q_Q Col O.C

4373 Convoy
(Linda Vista
becomes Convoy)
279-2440

I
1

final nails in Pomona's coffin.
The closest game of the tournament was
against the University of Arizona in the
coveted Bull-bowl game. The Bull-bowl is
an annual game between USD and U of A
where the team's players are hand-picked to
play together with the coaches in in the true
spirit of rugby.
The score of the game remained tied at zero
until the last minute of the game when George
Hurley ran the ball into the try-zone. Tom
Halmos made the conversion as the whistle
blew to end the game. The final score was
USD 6-0.
USD has a rest this weekend, and travels to
Loyola Marymount next week to play the
Lions.

Field Notes

Continued from page 13
I know a person who flies to Notre Dame to
catch the game. How do these compare
with fans at USD's football games?
People at Stanford and UCLA actually
show up and cheer for their home team.
Don't get me wrong. I see people at home
games. What I don't see is campus in
volvement with the sport. Stop any person
on campus and ask them what our record is.
Stanford's band played their theme song
for something like eight hours in a parking
lot after Stanford beat Notre Dame. I know
USD isn't known for its football. But
wouldn't it be nice for the students to know
how well are team is playing?
Maybe we need a theme song or some
thing. I suggest"Ice, Ice Baby" by Vanilla
Ice. A better one would be "Wish You
Were There."
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The Bench Warmer

The Ultimate Athlete

Sports Trivia Five
1) Lawrence Taylor has been busted by the
NFL for drug abuse twice, what was his
drug of choice?
2) Whose all-time points record did Wayne
Gretzky break last year?
3) Who is the all-timeleading goal scorer in
professional soccer?
4) What is the best hand in Poker (no wild
cards)?
5) How many times did Muhammad Ali
regain the Heavyweight title?
Answers to last week's questions: 1) Law
rence Taylor 2) Roger Maris 3) Wade
Boggs 4) Abbott £ Costello 5) John L.
Sullivan

photo by John Dworzak
Is there a trampoline on the field? No, but TomTate might need an LAX air traffic
controller to pull his landing off. Luckly, the other airbonre player is a Pilot.

Bo and Hardy pick'em
Last week Season record Season %
Bo Rothwell
8-4
63-37
63%
Hardy Kalisher 7-5
65-35
65%

Win a free large pizza, submit your
answers to the VISTA Sports Box.
Last week's winner: A1 Newman-FR
VISTA editors,staff, and families are not
eligible for the drawing.
Answers to this week's trivia will appear
in next week's VISTA.

Thomas Boswell's 99
Reasons Why Baseball
Is Better Than Football:
1) Bands.
2) Halftime with bands.
3) Cheerleaders at halftime with bands.
53) Football fans tailgate before the big
game. No baseball fan would have a
picnic in a parking lot.

Dan Daly & Bob O'Donnell's 100 Reasons Why
Football is Better Than
Baseball:

Home

Away

LA Rams
vs
LA Raiders
vs
Chicago
VS
Tampa Bay
vs
Detroit
vs
Buffalo
vs
NY Jets
vs
San Diego
vs
Kansas City
VS
New England
vs
Dallas
VS
Philadelphia
VS
Cincinnati, Houston
Pittsburgh, Cleveland

NY Giants
Green Bay
Atlanta
New Orleans
Minnesota
Phoenix
Miami
Denver
Seattle
Inianapolis
San Francisco
Washington
Open date
Open date

Rothwell
NY Giants
Green Bay
Chicago
New Orleans
Detroit
Buffalo
Miami
San Diego
Kansas City
New England
San Francisco
Washington

Kalisher
NY Giants
LA Raiders
Chicago
Tampa Bay
Detroit
Buffalo
Miami
Denver
Kansas City
Inianapolis
San Francisco
Washington

Torero Athletes of the Week
Women's
Sophomore setter Shannon Mutch of
Newbury Park, California, had 112 assists
and 38 digs for the USD Volleyball team this
weekend.
Mutch set a West Coast Conference record
with 89 assists againstthe University of San
FranscicoonOct. 13. She has 1,027 set assist
for the season. Her 10.8 assists per game is
4th in the WCC.
She is also a Presidential scholar and on the
Deans List first honors.

Men's
Without freshman walk-on Tom Tate,
USD probably would not be going to the
NCAA national play-offs.
Going head-to-head against World Cup
'keeper Kasey Keller of Portland, Tate re
corded his ninth shutout, helping USD clinch
their play-off berth.
Tate, a graduate of University of San Diego
High School, ended the regular season with
a goals against average of 0.839. In 2,037
minutes played he allowed only 19 goals.

1) There are no Cubs fans.
2) The first pro athlete to have a 900 num
ber was a baseball player.
3) You can't intentionally walk Joe Mon
tana.

Chris Berman Nicknames:
Todd "Good Housekeeping" Zeile
Sam "Little Big"Horn

"You say it's your birthday"
Jack Clark is 35 on Nov. 10
Vinny Testaverde is 27 on Nov. 13

Shannon Mutch #5

Tom Tate GK

"The dancer may not be the Ultimate
Athlete, however, the Ultimate Athlete is
a dancer" wrote George Leonard, author
of The Ultimate Athlete.
If I could meet any sports figure in the
world, I would like to meet Edson Arantes
do Nascimento. Better known as Pele,
meaning "the Black Pearl," he is consid
ered to be one of the greatest soccer play
ers in history. Second only to Muhammed
Ali, Pele is one of the most famous athletes
of all-time.
If I could meet Pele, I would choose to
meet him before he had gained global rec
ognition. Pele would be just a child. He
would be playing soccer barefoot with his
friends on a dusty road.
The"BlackPearl" would be playing the
game for what it is, a game. I would be
able to see his love of thegame through his
movement with the ball. Pele and the ball
would beone unit working together, rather
than against each other.
I would be able to see the master on the
stage when he probably performed his
best: barefootand with his friends. I'd just
stand there and watch in complete awe.
Pele would see me standing outside the
game and walk over and ask me if I wanted
to play. Together, with his friends, we
would run in the dusty streets, dancing
around with the ball. I would be in such a
state of ecstasy, doing things that I have
only dreamed about.
I would be able to see that Pele was
destined to become the ultimate athlete.
Pele's every pass, shot, faint, cut, jump,
breath would have the grace, rhythm,
beauty, and power of 150,000 Brazilians
packed into a stadium simultaneously
playing the Samba.
After we had played for hours, the two
of us would have dinner and then talk
about our favorite players such as Santos,
Piola, Ghiggia, and many more. Perhaps
I might even say the name "Pele," and he
would look at me and just smile as if he
knew something that others did not.
Later, I would look back on my day
with Pele and just smile the same way he
did before he gained world-wide fame. I
probably wouldn't remember what we
talked about. I would just think of the
rhythmic, timeless, hypnotic rush it was
when I ran barefoot in the dusty streets
playing soccer with the "Black Pearl."
- The above column is a tribute to one of
the greatest athletes ever. Pele is the mas
ter of the world's most popular sport, soc
cer.
He scored over 1,000 goals during his
professional career and played in several
World Cups.
Pele also helped pioneer soccer in the
United States, making it one of the most
popular amateur sports in the country.
Recently, Pele played for the Brazilian
National soccer team in exhibition game
celebrating his 50th birthday.
He is currently a candidate for the Presi
dency of Brazil. If a Hollywood movie
actor can bePresident of the United States,
why not a living soccer legend president of
Brazil? I wish him luck.
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Speed Soccer heading into the play-offs
by Bo Rothwell
With a 5-0 victory over Phi Kappa Theta,
the Lounge Lizards secured a play-off berth
in Tuesday's first speed soccer game.
Jason Coulter and Doug Meier led the
Lounge Lizards with two goals apiece. Kel
"who moved the goal?" Ide did his best at
keeping the score low as he led the 'zards in
"almost" goals.
#3 ranked Sigma Chi was forced to play #1
ranked Chosen Ones shorthanded in the
second game of the night Despite this gTeat
advantage, the Chosen Ones were could
only muster enough offense for a 2-0 half
time lead.
The under-manned Chi's quickly weak
ened in the second half as Andy Isaksen led
a eight goal second half barrage with three of
his own. Sigma Chi's Brian McDonald
scored his team's lone goal as goalie Sarkis
Beudsehian was unable to hold on to the
shutout.
The Chosen One's 10-1 win allows them to
enter the play-offs as the #2 seed.
It's a Given took the final play-off spot
with a 5-2 victory over Dos Equis (XX).
Jason Jerguroge led the victor with two goals
as John Vacate's defense prevented Dos
Equis from mounting an offensive threat
despite the absense of It's a Given's top
defender, Mark Fenick.
In the final game of the night, Sunshine
and Friends rebounded from last week's
loss to win 7-3 over the Free Agents. The
game meant a lot for both teams: theSubway

sandwich and a play-off berth was awarded
to the winner.
Brian Mitchell earned player of the week
honors with his four goal effort for Sunshine
and Friends. Mike Curry led the Free
Agents with two goals.
Wednesday's first game pitted the ISO
Falcons against the West Wing Woodpeck
ers in the battle for the cellar. The Falcons'
age and experience were enough to beat the
entirely freshman team, 5-1.
The final game of the week was also the
most exciting. Little Beards, another allfreshman team, took the field against PKT
Skoads in a battle for second place.
The half time score was 2-2, but PKT
scored two goals early in the second half and
seemed destined for an easy victory. Little
Beards, however, was not ready to lose yet.
Two late goals by Shaun Darcy and Cliff
Verity tied the game 4-4. With just minutes
left, Jason Robinson put in the game winner
for PKT. Despite the loss, Little Beards
advanced to the play-offs.
Play-offs start Tuesday and here is how the
teams match up:
#1 seed: The Delts. The best team in a
weaker division. They have the best chance
to defeat The Chosen Ones. An unlucky
first round match-up might present prob
lems. FirstOpponent: It's a Given. Odds:5-

Given. First opponent: Little Beards. Odds:
3-2.
#3 seed: PKTSkoads. Have a good chance
to go far if they can keep up the intensity. Big
question: if they win their first round game,
will their semifinal game against The Cho
sen Ones be too much for them? First
opponent: Sigma Chi. Odds: 4-1.
#4 seed: Sunshine and Friends. A last
game victory put them into the play-offs.
They have a good chance to reach the second
round, but little chance against the thenprobable second round opponent, the Delts.
Firstopponent: The Lounge Lizards. Odds:
6-1.

#5 seed: The Lounge Lizards. Have an up
hill battle all the way. A decent chance to
make the second round, but after that—See
Ya! Firstopponent: Sunshine and Friends.
Odds: 10-1.
#6 seed: Sigma Chi. This team could
provide the most upsets. They could be the
#3 seed if it weren' t fora short-handed defeat
against The Chosen Ones. First opponent:
PKT Skoads. Odds: 5-1.
#7 seed: Little Beards. A team of fresh
man against the veteran squad of The Cho
sen Ones? A helpful hint,guys: try to run the
old men into the ground. Firstopponent: The
Chosen Ones. Odds: 25-1.
#8 seed: It's a Given. Yes, they made the
play-offs. Yes, they have to play the #1
2.
#2 seed: The Chosen Ones. Probably the seeded team. Yes, no one gives them a
best team overall. They would be the top chance. No, its not a hopeless cause! First
seeded team if it weren't for a tie with It's a opponent: The Delts. Odds: 10-1.

Softball play-offs uneventful
by John Gillis
In the first round of playoffs Koozer's
Delts came from behind to beatDespie's
Delts 14-12. Koozer's Delts scored 6
runs in the bottom of the 6th. Koozers
advanced only to get spanked by 8
Around the Mound. Rob Sparks and
Joe O'Rourke each had homeruns and
Rob O' Sullivan blasted two homeruns
in the 14-3 win.
An D Reamdus beat up on Sigma Pi
10-6. An D Reamdus advanced only to
lose to Godfathers 14-9. John Gillis
(actually making contact in each of his
at-bats this week) and Steve Cascioppo
each had homeruns and Lenny Territo
got 3 hits in the win.
In the upset of the day, it was Bringin
the Wood, doing just that (for the first
time), spanking The Knight Stalkers
12-2 in 5 innings. Greg Livingood had
3 hits, but the hero of the day was Dave
Dunn who blasted his first homerun of
his career, and yes it was a GRAND
SLAM.
In the only other game it was Yeah
Right not showing up (thanks guys), but
Sigma Chi will take the win. Playoffs
will continue next weekend and wehave
Sigma Chi vs 8 Around the Mound at
10:00, Bringin the Wood vs Godfa
thers at 11:00 and the finals immedi
ately following these games.

3 x 3 Basketball season begins
by Kristin Curry
The 3X3 action began out on the basketball
courts this week. A-league looks strong and
now that the typical first week forfeits are
over, b-league also looks promising.
Getting the play started in A-league was
Corpus Delecti gaining their first 15-4,157 win over Metaphysixx. For Corpus De
lecti, it was Christopher Halligan rebound
ing to assist his teammate Tim Hart in mak
ing the shots. Trying to hold them off was
Allan Johnson and Jim Neely but Corpus
Delecti just couldn't be caught. Pi Kappa
Chi had to put out some effort to win their
game against Delts I. Shane Bohart of Pi
Kappa Chi led them to a close 15-11,15-10
victory despite John Preganzer's (Delts I)
input. The next game found Good Fellas on
top with Joe Ebner and Jon Claboe putting
down Gym Rats 15-8,15-13. It was a battle
for Doesn' t Matter and Social Malaise with
Jed Rucker (Doesn't Matter) and Ken Tucker
(Social Malaise) up against each other. After
3 long hard games thescores were 15-10,1215,15-13 in favor of Doesn't Matter.
There was no question about game of the
week as both Hawkeyes and Money were
out to win right from the start Thefirstgame
went 17-15 to Hawkeyes butChris Barncastle
of Money helped his team to come back with
a score of 18-16 in their favor. In the end it
was the team effort of Malcom McGee and
Paul Eberhardt of theHawkeyes which made
the difference and which won the last game
15-13.
In B-league, the action began with some

potential sandbaggers as Neal Curry and
John Gillis teamed togetheras Free Ball in 2.
Their first game was no problem as they put
Delts HI down 15-4. but it was a turnaound
in the start of the second game with Mike
Hogan (Delts III) getting his team off to a
quick lead. Free Ball got it back together and
came back to win 16-14. It was the great
team effort by Brian Letofsky and Barry
Ponticello that enabled Sweet to beat Delts
min 2 straight games with a score of 15-12,
15-9. The fastest game by far was Tim Kane
and David Braddock of Sigma Chi crushing
the Gerbil Stuffers 15-0,15-1. The losers
weren't too upset, but just anxious to get
some practice time in before their nextmatch.
Tom Shea led the American Sportsmen to
a 15-10,15-6 victory overHickory'sHomies.
It wasa tough day for In Need of Foward as
they lost both their matches. 3rdWestCrew
H were their first opponents who had things
together, even team shirts. Chris Grimshaw
and Pete Simonsen of 3rd West Crew H led
their team to beat In Need of a Forward 156,15-9. In Need of a Forward didn't have
any better luck against Psychofunkahoopsters. The game went 15-11, 15-6 to the
Psychofunkahoopsters with great efforts
by Jesse Barger and Devin Lee.
There was one game in the Women's league
with Hot Shots up against Old Hags. Mari
anne Hathaway and Paige Torinus gave theii
all for Hot Shots but the Old Hags managed
to pull off a 15-13,15-10 win even though
they had quite a disadvantage.

Factory
Outlet
Clothing
Blowout
Sale!!
Men's and Women's Apparel at

50% - 90%
Below Retail

r"
i
i

COUPON

10% OFF
With cash purchases only
For all students & faculty

Limited Express
Paris Blues
I
Tweeds
i B.U.M. Equipment
J

Wednesday-Saturday: 11-6 pm
Sunday: 12-5 pm

8250 Camino Santa Fe
Hotline: 450-3323

805
tillage Dr. I

I
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IM DISTORTIONS

Oct 29-Nov 4

MENS SOFTBALL
Game of the Week: Koozer's Delts vs
Despies Delts
Team of the Week: Bringin the Wood
Player of the Week: Dave Dunn (Bringin
the Wood)
Co-Rec (A) VOLLEYBALL
Game of the Week: KARCH vs Six Pack
Rats
Team of the Week: KARCH
Male Player of theWeek: Brian Booth (Six
Pack Rats)
Female Player of the Week: Meg Estey
(KARCH)
Co-Rec (B) VOLLEYBALL
Game of the Week: It Takes Four vs Free
Agents IV
Team of the Week: It Takes Four
Male Player of the Week: Larry Close (It
Takes Four)
Female Player of the Week: Bronwen
Jones (It Takes Four)
MENS DOUBLES TENNIS
Match of the Week: 7 and 7 vs Aces
Team of the Week: S and T
Player of the Week: Troy Wicker (Kapp
Rats)

INNERTUBE WATER POLO
Game of the Week: Presidio Patrons vs
Sigma Chi
Team of the Week: Presidio Patrons
Male Player of the Week: Pate Reber
(Presidio Patrons)
Female Player of the Week: Shauna Hoernke (Delts)

MIXED DOUBLES TENNIS
Match of the Week: Lil Mo and Bo vs Cecy
and Jim
Team of the Week: Drooler and Blondie
Male Player of the Week: Gregg Vermeys
(Lil Mo and Bo)
Female Player of the Week: Kristi Douglas
(The Unseeded)

MENS (A) FLAG FOOTBALL
Game of the Week: Chosen Ones vs No Ka
Oi
Team of the Week: Chosen Ones
Player of the Week: Tom Crane (Scroats R
Us)

Co-Rec SOFTBALL
Game of the Week: Buy the Case Again vs
Staff Infection
Team of the Week: Rolling Donuts
Male Player of the Week: Greg Still (Roll
ing Donuts)
Female Player of the Week: Kim Caruso
(Rolling Donuts)

MENS (B) FLAG FOOTBALL
Game of the Week: Delts vs Positive Vibra
tions
Team of the Week: Positive Vibrations
Player of the Week: Jack Markley (Positive
Vibrations)

MENS FLOOR HOCKEY
Game of the Week: Hockey Inc. vs Phi
Kappa Theta
Team of the Week: Argonauts
Player of the Week: Dal Sohi (Hockey Inc.)

Flag football odds
The Current Line
TEAM
A-league
Law Dogs
Chosen Ones
NoKaOi
Madden Maniacs
Scroats 'R' Us
Carpe Diem

RECORD

ODDS

COMMENTS

Purple Helmets
Buck Shaw

Definitely team to beat.
Man bites dog?
Could pull the upsetWrong name.
Well, you know.
Dead Poets get an early
vacation.
Haven't been up all year.
See Ya!!!

B-league
3rd West Crew II
Positive Vibration
Whatever Dude
Sigmi Chi

Mad Max is the key.
Are they positive enough?
May be the best team
We'll see.

Football Playoff Schedule:
Bowl the night away
Entries for this semester's Midnight
Bowling Tournament are due this Wed
nesday, November 14th. If spacepermits
late entries will be accepted up until tour
nament time.
Friday, November 16isthenightandthe
Clairemont Bowl is the site for this hap
pening that begins at 12:00 midnight.
Teams consist of two men and two women
each of whom will bowl three games.
Champion t-shirts are given to the top
team as well as the top male and female
bowlers, but this is a truly recreational
sport. This is the last special event of the
semester, sodon'tmissout! Join in on the
fun and play in the IM Midnight Bowling
Tournament.

MENS (A) 3X3 BASKETBALL
Game of the Week: Hawkeyes vs Money
Team of the Week: Hawkeyes
Player of the Week: Paul Eberhardt
(Hawkeyes)
MENS (B) 3X3 BASKETBALL
Game of the Week: Sweet vs Delts II
Team of the Week: Sweet
Player of the Week: Brian Letofsky (S weet)

MEN'S SPEED SOCCER
Match of the Week: PKT Skoads vs Little
Beards
Team of the Week: ISO Falcons
Player of the Week: Brian Mitchel(Sunshine
and Friends
WOMENS DOUBLES TENNIS
Match of the Week: Celina and Melina vs
Beginners Duck
Team of the Week: Celina and Melina
Player of the Week: Melina Jatzek (Celina
and Melina)
Men's Indoor Soccer
Match of the Week: Sunshine and Friends
vs 4th West Hardnose
Team of the Week: Sunshine and Friends
Player of the Week: Hardy KalisherfPele's
Delts)

Rolling Donuts upset Czars
by Marty King
Rolling Donuts won two games Sunday
afternoon including a 12-6 upset of the #2
ranked Czars.
In their first contest vs Two Delts, the
Donuts played excellent defense after giv
ing up three first inning runs to defeat the
Delts 6-3. Robert C. led theDonuts by going
3 for 3 with a single, double and triple while
Charlie Bush and Brian Despie each hom
ered for the losing Delts.
In their upset victory over the Czars, the
Donuts dominated the entire game with a
hitting clinic. Greg S till went5 for 5 scoring
4 runs and hitting a 2 run homer. Mike
Newby recorded a 4 for 4 game with a solo
shot of his own. Kim Caruso went 3 for 5
withtwodoublesforthefemaleDonuts. The
Czars never put up a threat as they almost
went down by the mercy rule.

The Donuts will definitely have their
work cut out for themselves as they face an
undeafeated Buy The Case team in Sunday's
championship game.
Buy the Case faced Staff Infection in their
only game of the day. Staff Infection earlier
had beaten Sunday Sleepers 15-5 in a five
inning mercy rule game.
Buy the Case didn't have an easy time with
Staff winning 9-6 as they nursed only a one
run lead going into the final inning.
Outstanding effort for Buy the Case came
from team leader John "
Dobie" Gillis as he went 3 for 4 scoring four
runs including a last inning homerun on an
error by the Staff's center fielder. Staff
Infection's MattFlores had a 3 for3 day but
it wasn't quite enough to put the case away.
Buy the Case is the prohibitive favorite
going into Sunday's 2:00pm final.
1

A-league
10:00am Law Dogs vs Purple Helmets
11:00am Chosen Ones vs Buck Shaw
12:00pm Madden Maniacs vsScroats 'R' Us
3:00pm No Ka Oi vs Carpe Diem
B-league
10:00am Sigma Chi vs Something Fierce
1:00pm Positive Vibration vs Winner of 10
o'clock game
2:00pm 3rd West Crew II vsWhatever Dude

WOMENS 3X3 BASKETBALL
Game of theWeek: Old Hags vs Hot Shots
Team of the Week: Old Hags
Player of the Week: Colleen Richey (Old
Hags)

CUT & STYLE $12

Mastey
Paul Mitchell
Aveda
Sebastian
Etc.

I

SPECIALS:
•Spirals $45
•Full set acrylics $25
•Perms $30(Long hair extra)
•Waxing 1/2 leg $15
•Bikini $12
•Full weave $35
•Hot oil highlighting
touch-up $25

The all-Leroy teams will be announced
after the playoffs. Don't worry guys, there is
still time to make the team. Final cutsaren't
for two weeks.
** Hey guys! Come out and support our
women next week in the Powder Puff tourna
ment Sunday, November 11.

"Ellas Hair D&sign

268-8865
7608 Linda Vista Rd. (Mesa College Dr. &163)
Specials not valid when stylist requested. Exp. 11/22/90

I
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Patrons upset Sigma Chi
by Nick Lizalde
After a week off, water polo got started
again with the Floating P's taking on Wet
and Wild. The top ranked team came away
with a facile 19-4 victory. The Floating P's
were led on offense by Tara Allgood with 8
points and on defense by goalie Mark Wadia.
Wet and Wild played good defense but just
could not find the net. They were led on
defense by Peter Keup. Floating P's stay
undefeated heading into the playoffs.
In the game of the day it was Sigma Chi
playing against Presidio Patrons. Sigma
Chi's usually tight defense was a little loose
today and Presidio took full advantage of
this. Presidio came away with theone point
victory over Sigma Chi 25-24. For Sigma
Chi, Margo Mullaly led the way with 12
points but all in the first half. Sigma Chi's
defense was not up to par and the usually
steady play by the goalie, Eric Lyon turned
into a swiss cheese style of watching the
goal. Presidio on the other hand played the
tight defense. After the first half Presidio's
defense was led by goalie Jason Whitmire
playing the human fly swatter. On offense,

Subway IM
Game of the Week
DATE: Saturday, November 10
TIME: 1:00 PM
SPORT: Water Polo
MATCH-UP: #3 Presidio Patrons vs #4
Phi Kappa Theta
The spotlight of this week's Subway
IM Game of the Week is in the swim
ming pool where the first round of the
innertube water polo playoffs wiill be
taking place. The most intriguing match
up features two once-beaten squads,
Presidio Patrons and Phi Kappa Theta.
The winner of this contest will have the
unenviable task of meeting the Floating
P's in the semifinals. However, they
will also have the pleasure of a threefoot party sandwich from the Morena
Blvd Subway.
Catching up on some previous Subway
Games of theWeek: Onthesoccerfield,
it was Sunshine and Friends securing a
playoff spot and a sandwich with a 7-3
victory over the Free Agents. On the
gridiron, the Chosen Ones won their
sandwich and broughtNo Ka Oi back to
earth with a 26-0 shellacking.

FRIARS
REALTY

Specialist in
Mission Valley
Condo and
Townhouse Sales

(619) 291-1230

Presidio was led by Michelle "count it"
Nevin with 14 points and Pate "the rocket"
Reber. With Presidio pulling the upset they
could be a team to watch in the playoffs.
Sigma Chi needs to have a team meeting to
get back to old form.
In the next game Delta Tube Delta de
feated the team of DECAF by a score of 325. DECAFalso had theswiss cheese defense
taught to them by Sigma Chi, and it worked
just the same as before. DECAF's Rob
Cleymaet was the lone bright spot pumping
in 3 points. Delta Tube Delta was led on
defense by Dennis Williams and Andy "the
Hack" Bedinger. On offense it was a one
woman show led by Shauna "the Master"
Hoernke who gunned in 28 of the 32 points.
Wealso had two forfeits on theday. Laguna
Tunas gave the win to Slippery When Wet
and Zeta Force also handed Phi Kappa
Theta a win by not showing. The trouble
tuber of the week honors go to Max "where
are the seat belts on these tubes" Lawson.
We had great fans at the pool led by John
Gillis.

Karch gets Revenge
by Kristin Curry
There were no surprises in the IM Vol
leyball Championships. In B-league It
Takes Four walked right through both
their doubles games 15-6 with Bronwen
Jones serving and Larry Close killing the
ball. So when it came to the mixed game
there was no way Free Agents IV could
get enough points. However, Erwin
Sedylmayer had some great hitsand both
Natalie Ray and Suzy Powers were serv
ing great. Free Agents FV managed to
just win the mixed game 16-14 but it did
nothing to prevent It Takes Four from
winning it all 44-28.
In A-league the championship game
setting was the same as last semester with
Six Pack Rats against KARCH's
Revenge but the outcome wasn't the
same. The men's doulble went back and
forth but Brian Booth helped Six Pack
Rats to get the momentum goingand win
15-10. However, it turned around from
here as Meg Estey of KARCH's Re
venge couldn't be stopped, winning
women's doubles 15-5. Whenitcameto
the mixed game,the match went point by
point until KARCH edged out to win 1512 and finish 40-32 as the champions.

as of 11-5-90
MENS SOFTBALL
1. Godfathers
2. Eight Around
3. Sigma Chi
4. Bringin the Wood
5. Knight Stalkers

6-0
5-1
5-1
3-3
3-3

MENS (A) FLAG FOOTBALL
4-0
1. Law Dogs
5-0
2. Chosen Ones
4-1
3. No Ka Oi
4-1
4. Madden Maniacs
3-2
5. Scroats 'R' Us

CO-REC SOFTBALL
1. Buy the Case Again
2. Rolling Donuts
3. Czars
4. Staff Infection
5. TheTwoDelts

4-0-1
5-2
4-1-1
5-2
3-3

MENS (B) FLAG FOOTBALL
3-11. 3rd West Crew
4-1
2. Positive Vibrations
2-0-:
3. Whatever Dude
2-1-:
4. Sigma Chi
2-15. Something Fierce

MENS FLOOR HOCKEY
1. Team Morris
2. Team Weasel
3. Hockey Inc.
4. Argonauts
5. Phi Kappa Theta

5-0
4-1
3-2-1
3-2-1
4-1-1

MENS (A) TENNIS
1. Mishits
2. Cumquat
3. Torsten and Juan
4. We Paint the Lines
5. PKT Aces High

3-0
1-0
3-0
2-0
2-1

MENS SPEED SOCCER
1. Chosen Ones
2. Delts
3. PKT Skoads
4. Lounge Lizards
5. Sigma Chi

4-0-1
4-0
3-1
3-1-1
3-1

MENS (B) TENNIS
1. Spooky
2. Acers
3. Kapp Rats
4. Gross Nets
5. SandT

4-0
3-0
4-0
3-1
3-1

MENS INDOOR SOCCER
1. Delts
2. Chosen Ones
3. Sunshine and Friends
4. Sigma Chi
5. PKT Skoads

1-0
1-0
1-0
1-0
1-0

MIXED (A) TENNIS
1. Love or Nothing
2. Lil Mo and Bo
3. The Unseeded
4. Me N Max
5. Jenna and Torsten

4-0
2-0
3-1
2-1
1-2

WATER POLO
1. Floating P's
2. Delta Tube Delta
3. Presidio Patrons
4. Phi Kappa Theta
5. Sigma Chi

3-0
3-0
2-1
2-1
2-1

MIXED (B) TENNIS
1. Kevin and Gina
2. Slice and Dice
3. Erin and Vance
4. Paul and Dana
5. Overkill

1-0
3-0
2-0
2-1
1-1

CO-REC (A) VOLLEYBALL
1. KARCH's Revenge
2. Six Pack Rats
3. Blue Light
4. P-Tag
5. Tight Sets

6-0
5-1
3-2
2-4
3-1

WOMENS (A) TENNIS
1. Double Shot
2. Jennifer and Tara
3. Douglas
4. Ducato

2-0
2-1
0-1
0-2

CO-REC (B) VOLLEYBALL
1. It Takes Four
2. Free Agents IV
3. Free Agents II
4. T.O.H.O. 9
5. Hang Time

5-1
4-3
4-1
4-1
3-1

WOMENS (B) TENNIS
1. Nicole and Nicole
2. Double O's
3. Celina and Melina
4. Jen and Meg
5. Beginners Duck

2-0
4-0
3-0
2-0
2-1

Tennis play-offs underway
by Andy Berg
The IM DoublesTennis playoffsgot under
way last week* and the big news was found
in themens B division as S and T, a team that
had to win a qualifying match, knocked off
the top seeded Delt One 14-11. Trailing 108 after the singles sets, the team of Tracy
Lupher and Sean Tierney came up with a 61 doubles set to clinch the victory.
Elsewhere in B-league, Chris and Fred
routed Cuyamaca 18-8, the KappRats used
Troy Wicker's 6-1 set to eliminate Hang
Fire 12-7, and 7 and 7 rallied with a 6-1
doubles set to defeat the Aces 14-13. The
final two quarterfinalists are Cheese who
beat Word Em Up 15-10 and the new #1

team, Spooky who annihilated the Zoners,
18-3.
In the mens A-league, PKT Aces High kept
the fratenity hopes alive beating Balls of
Justice 18-14. The Phi Kaps will next take
on Torsten and Juan who advanced by
default. The Boys From 4th East mercifully
ended the ISO Falsons' season 18-5. The
going will not be so easy against We Paint
the Lines. Finally, the Blues Brothers
advanced to play Cumquat by defeating
Dave's Cup. 18-4.
In Womens play, the only match saw a very
impressive performance by the team of Celina
Fisher and Melina Jatzek. Celina and Me-

lina knocked off the previously undefeated
Beginner's Duck, 18-5.
The Mixed A division saw the top four
seeds all advance. Love or Nothing swept
aside Michelle and Jason, 184, the Un
seeded got a scare but defeated Jenna and
Torsten, 14-6, and in the best match of the
week, Lil Mo and Bo barely avoided the
upset holding on 13-10 against Cecy and
Jim. Finally, Me and Max advanced by
default.
*Due to editorial deadlines, tennis cover
age is of those matches played last week, not
this week.
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| Play-off picture
set in football
by Leroy Hughes
This past weekend held the final regular season
|game for mens intramural flag football and set
j the stage for the playoff picture.
A-league action saw #2 Chosen Ones beat #3
|No Ka Oi, 26-0, in the Subway Game of the
SWeek.
#4 Madden Maniacs beat up on Carpe Diem,
138-0.
#5 Scroats 'R' Us beat the Purple Helmets,
132-0.
Buck Shaw earned a playoff berth by beating
fjWhatever Dude, 21-8.
B-League action saw #1 3rd West Crew II
|beat Schlaben Di Naben, 7-0.
#2 Positive Vibration pushed the Delts out of
jjthe playoffs, 6-0.
#4 Sigma Chi beat the Free Agents, 33-0.
#5 Something Fierce beat a short-handed
SSigma Pi team, 13-0, in a display of poor sports1manship as Something Fierce called a time-out
1 with .17 seconds left in an attempt to run up the
I score.
Lost in the Fog beat Magnificent Seven, 201°.
f See page 18 for play-off odds and schedule

ockey sticks fly in play-ott action
by Scott Moris
This week in hockey action there was high
flying action from end to end as the playoffs
began. InthefirstgameitwasPhiKappaTheta
going up against Hockey Inc. This game was
anything but boring as PKT came out flying with
Roy Wicker scoring on a bomber slap shot to
give PKT a 1-0 lead. This turned out to be
PKT's only goal of the game. Hockey Inc. had
numerous chances, dominating the third period,
but was only able to convert for 1 goal. Ken
Tucker scored with just over six minutes left in
the game to tie it to force it to overtime. Once it
hit overtime it didn't take long for Hockey Inc.
to own it. Dahl Sohi knocked in a loose ball in
front of the net just 54 seconds into overtime to
get them a 2-1 win. Joe Holbert's goal tending
for PKT kept them from what easily could have
been a blowout. In their next playoff game
Hockey Inc. will face Team Morris.
In the other playoff game of the week it was the

A-league Argonauts facing off against the Bleague Demolition Delts. The Delts also came
out hard in the 1st period scoring twice to take a
commanding 2-0 lead. Mike Hoerr and Tim
Clarke netted thegolas for the Delts. The second
period seemed to be what the Argonauts needed
as they came back with two unanswered goals of
their own to tie it up. Dan McAdoo came up with
the clutch goal. The third period was a continu
ation of what happened in the second for the
Argonauts as they scored twomore unanswered
goals by McAdoo and Kent McClure, proving
that they can come from behind to win. The
Argonauts will face Team Weasel in next
week's playoff game. They will definitely give
Team Weasel a run for their money if they ran
get out to a quicker start in that game.
The championship game is set for Monday
night at 9:00pm. Come see IM Floor Hockey at
its finest

Inner tube water polo
The Latest Line
TEAM
Floating P's
Delts
Presidio Patrons
Sigma Chi
Phi Kaps
Wet and Wild
Slippery When Wet
DECAF

ODDS
4-5
9-5
3-1
7-2
6-1
15-1
50-1
99-1

COMMENT
Team to beat
Couldn't beat P's last season
Had their one upset
Nick's pick
Could go home early
Not if opponents show up
Season ends at 10:45
Too many trouble tubers

Indoor soccer bangs the boards in the first week
by Bo Rothwell
Tuesday night was opening night for this year's
lindoor soccer league and the first game was a
f thriller. Sunshine and Friends beat 4th West
gHardnose in a close game, 3-2 in the game of the
(week.
Hardnose took an early 2-0 lead when Chris
|Aparicio put in both within at 14 and 15 minutes
|into the half. Sunshine and Friend's Hans AnIderson and Erik Forsell both scored late in the
|half to tie the game 2-2.
The second half was a defensive battle, but
Sunshine and Friends' Forsen was able to
|break the Hardnose defense for the game win

ner with just minutes left in the game.
After a short-handed defeat at the hands of the
Chosen Ones in speed soccer, Sigma Chi took
apart Collision Course, 10-2. Collision was
coming off a hard fought battle in speed soccer
and quickly adopted the "everyone makes the
play-offs" attitude.
The only question of this contest was if Sigma
Chi would score in the double digits. With just
five minutes left in the game, that question was
answered.
Brian McDonald led the slaughter with four!
goals and Craig Utterson put in three for the!

victors.
In the final game of the week, Pele's Delts
destroyed Dos Equis (XX) by the score of 10-0.
Six Delts scored with player of the week Hardy
Kalisher leading the way with four. Tim Clark,
with two goals, was the only other Delt who
scored more then one goal.
Todd Andrews and Mike Hoerr combined their
goalie skills for the shutout and the Delts pro
pelled themselves into first place.

Reiser

